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Erroneous payments to Aid to Families with 
Depndent Children program recipients con- 
tinu;e ta concern both the Congress and the 
Deplartment of Health and Human Services. 
HH$ has tried to encourage error reduction 
by requiring States to implement the quality 
control system. Relying on a congressional 
conference committee directive, HHS plans to 
encourage States to reduce errors by withhold- 
ing Federal funds for erroneous payments a- 
hovle certain tolerances based on quality con- 
trol’ findings. However, these penalties are an 
incentive to report fewer errors. 

Thins report discusses improvements needed in 
the: quality control system to make it more 
useful to managers for reducing errors and 
rec@mmends that application of fiscal sane 
tions against States be discontinued. 
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The Honorable Russell B. Long 
Chairman, Committee on Finance 
United States Senate 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In response to your request of September 11, 1978, 
we have reviewed the quality control system for the Aid 
to Families with Dependent Children program. This report 
discusses actions needed by the Department of Health and 
Human Services to make the quality control system more 
effective for improving the administration of the pro- 
gram and the need to discontinue the application of 
fiscal sanctions against the States. 

Federal and State agency comments were obtained and 
were considered, where appropriate, in preparing this 
report. 

Unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, 
we plan no further distribution of this report until 30, 
days from its date. At that time we will send copies to 
interested parties and make copies available to others 
upon request. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL,'S BETTER MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN, CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE 
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM USED 

IN THE AID TO FAMILIES WITH 
DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAM 

DIGEST --111--- 

Over $900 million paid to poor families 
under the Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children (AFDC) program was paid in error 
during 1978. This estimate, which includes 
overpayments to eligible families and 
payments to ineligible families, is based 
on data reported by the quality control 
system. (See p. 1.) 

The quality control system was estab- 
lished to improve administration of the 
AFDC program by identifying errors and 
developing corrective actions to eliminate 
them. The system is also the basis for 
fiscal sanctions against the States for 
erroneous payments in excess of error 
tolerance levels. (See p. 2.) There is 
a congressional conference directive for 
sanctions based on quality control error 
rates. 

Fiscal sanctions create an adversary rela- 
tionship between the Federal Government 
and the States at a time when a cooperative 
effort is needed to reduce errors. Using 
the quality control system as the basis 
for sanctions limits the system's value 
as a means for improving payment processes. 

Because a high error rate will result in 
sanctions, there is an incentive to identify 
fewer errors. To be most effective, the 
quality control system should identify 
as many errors as possible. This will 
give management more information to develop 
corrective action plans. (See ch. 2.) 

&~rSjgd. Upon v.?mpval, the report 
covef date rhnuld be noted hereon. 
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Several weaknesses in the system reduce 
its value to program managers for improv- 
ing administration of the AFDC program. 
The overall effect of weaknesses is to limit 
the value of information that the system 
produces on errors and causes of errors. 

The following weaknesses were noted: 

--Both State and Federal quality control 
reviews differ from State to State and 
Federal region to region. Some case 
reviews include extensive verification 
of eligibility and grant amount factors, 
while others rely heavily on statements 
by recipients. The Department of Health, 
and Human Servcies (HHS) l/ has recog- 
nized the differences between quality con- 
trol reviewe, but has not determined how 
this affects the identification of incor- 
rect payments. (See ch. 3.) HHS regional 
offices do not follow consistent proce- 
dures in assessing State quality control 
operations, and HHS has no assessment sys- 
tem for its regional offices' quality con- 
trol functions. 

--The quality control system does not pro- 
vide for reporting incorrect payments of 
less than $5 or those caused by changes 
in circumstances that occur during the 
payment review month or the month before 
it (administrative period). The system 
also provides for reporting only one 
error cause per case even if there *are 
several. Program management is thereby 
denied information that could be useful 
for devising corrective actions for 
procedural or other problems causing 
such errors. (See p. 26.) 

l/On May 4, 1980, a separate Department of 
Education was created. The part of the 
Department of Health, Education, and Wel- 
fare responsible for the activities dis- 
cussed in this report became the Depart- 
ment of Health and Human Services. 
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--The data resulting from the quality con- 
trol review can be valuable for error 
reduction purposes if it is carefully 
analyzed. Quality control data were not 
being adequately analyzed at either the 
State or Federal level. (See ch. 5.) 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE 
APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES 

The House and Senate Appropriations Com- 
mittees should retract a congressional 
conference directive for Federal fiscal 
sanctions against the States based on 
the AFDC quality control error rates. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SECRETARY OF HHS 

The Secretary should: 

--Assess regional quality control procedures 
to insure adequacy and consistency and 
establish guidelines for reviews of State 
quality control cases by HHS regional 
offices, including criteria for making 
home visits to recipients and third-party 
verifications. 

--Increase regional monitoring and periodic 
assessments of State quality control opera- 
tions as well as HHS monitoring of its 
regional quality control operations. 

--Change the Federal regulations to require 
reporting of incorrect payments of less 
than $5 and those occurring because of 
changes during the administrative period. 

--Require the States to report all causes 
of incorrect payments detected during 
the quality control review process. 

--Encourage the States to perform more de- 
tailed analyses of quality control data 
to identify the causes of errors and pro- 
vide management with better information 
for developing corrective actions. 



--Require the Commissioner of the Social 
Security Administration to perform more 
analysis and special studies of quality 
control data to identify appropriate 
corrective actions for assisting States 
in their error reduction efforts. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND GAO EVALUATION 

Regarding GAO's recommendation to re- 
tract the sanctions directive, HHS did 
not favor full retraction, while five 
of the six States GAO visited were 
in favor of such action. GAO still 
believes sanctions are not appropriate. 

Regarding GAO's recommendations to the 
Secretary of HHS for more standardized 
quality control review procedures, in- 
creased data reporting, and additional 
data analysis, State officials gen- 
erally agreed. HHS officials said 
that efforts now underway would bring 
about the improvements GAO believes 
are needed. Some States and HHS did 
not agree that incorrect payments of 
less than $5 and those occurring be- 
cause of changes in the administra- 
tive period should be reported. Dis- 
agreement generally centered around 
the cost of correcting these errors 
and their effect on error rates. 

GAO is not proposing that such errors 
be necessarily corrected, only that 
they be reported for management anal- 
yses and evaluation purposes. GAO 
also recognizes that error rates may 
go up if such incorrect payments are 
reported, but believes that not tying 
error rates to sanctions will allay 
the States' concerns in this respect. 

More detailed discussions of State 
and agency comments and GAO's evalua- 
tion can be found on pages 15, 24, 30, 
and 36 of this report. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Erroneous payments to Aid to Families With Dependent 
Children (AFDC) program recipients have continued to con- 
cern both the Congress and the Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS). 1/ According to HHS, over $900 mil- 
lion in overpayments t% eligible recipients and payments 
to ineligible recipients were made in fiscal year 1978. HHS 
has attempted to encourage error reduction by requiring 
States to implement quality control (QC) programs. The 
congressional conference on the 1979 supplemental appropria- 
tions bill attempted to encourage States to reduce errors 
by directing HHS to withhold Federal funds for erroneous 
payments above certain tolerances based on QC findinqs. 

This report discusses improvements needed in the QC 
program to make it more useful to managers for reducing 
errors. It is in response to a request from the Chairman, 
Senate Finance Committee, who expressed concern about the 
validity and administrative usefulness of UC error rates. 
Some of the questions he asked us were: 

--Are QC program rules and procedures comparable among 
States, or can they be made comparable? 

--What are the views of State welfare directors toward 
sanctions? 

--Are QC findings useful to program administrators 
for improving the AFDC program? 

THE AFDC PROGRAM --,-.“------ 

The AFDC program, authorized by title IV of the Social 
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601), provides for cash assistance and 
social services to needy dependent children and their parents 
or other relatives. The program is intended to encourage the 
care of children in their own homes or in relatives' homes. 
- - -  - -  .  . . “ - - . . .  -  

&/On May 4, 1980, a separate Department of Education was 
created. The part of the Department of Health, Educa- 
tion, and Welfare responsible for the activities dis- 
cussed in this report became the Department of Health 
and Human Services. 
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Other program objectives are to maintain and strengthen 
family life and to help parents and relatives gain or retain 
the capacity for support. 

AFDC is a program for needy families. Grant amounts 
under the program vary depending on need. Family size, in- 
come, and resources are some of the factors considered in 
determining need. 

AFDC is one of the largest federally aided public assist- 
ance programs. In fiscal year 1979, about 10.3 million per- 
sons in 3.5 million families received program benefits. Wel- 
fare payments under the program amounted to about $10.7 bil- 
lion in fiscal year 1979, with the Federal share being about 
$5.8 billion. During the same period, AFDC administrative 
costs were about $1.3 billion of which the Federal share was 
about $650 million. 

The States must administer AFDC in accordance with the 
act and HHS regulations. Within HHS, the Social Security 
Administration's (SSA's) Office of Family Assistance (OFA) is 
responsible for overseeing the States' administration of the 
program. OFA reviews State AFDC program plans to assure that 
they are in compliance with the act and related Federal reg- 
ulations and provides technical assistance to the States. 
OFA also conducts studies to improve program administration. 
SSA's Office of Assessment is responsible for the operation 
of the QC review system. 

THE AFDC QC SYSTEM 

The current QC system was established in 1973 to iden- 
tify and measure incorrect payments for the purpose of giving 
management information for developing corrective actions to 
reduce errors. The system is operated mainly by States and 
the HHS regional QC staffs review and monitor State QC sys- 
Ferns. HHS headquarters staff oversees the QC efforts and 
compiles national error rate statistics. HHS estimates that 
it and the States spend about $22 million annually to admin- 
ister the QC system. 

The first step in the QC process is for each State to 
select and review a statistically valid sample of its AFDC 
cases every 6 months. The samples vary in size from about 
150 cases in the States with fewer than 10,000 AFDC cases 
to about 1,200 cases in States with more than 60,000 AFDC 
cases. About 45,000 cases are reviewed nationwide in each 
6-month sample. 
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Each State’s sample cases are reviewed by State $22 re- 
viewers to determine the accuracy of the grant amount and to 
verify the recipient's eligibility in a given month. For 
each case, the reviewer verifies factors, such as family 
income, resources, and other basic program requirements, 
which affect both eligibility and the grant amount. The re- 
viewer verifies these factors by contacting the recipient 
and often other (collateral) sources, such as landlords, 
employers, and banks. 

Each State compiles the results of its review and com- 
putes both case and payment error rates for three categor- 
ies of error: payments to ineligible recipients, overpay- 
ments to eligible recipients, and underpayments to eligible 
recipients. L/ 

HHS then selects a subsample from cases in each State's 
QC sample and re-reviews the cases. The purpose of the re- 
review is to assure that the States are conducting their 
UC reviews correctly and to validate the State error rate. 
The results of the Federal re-review and the State review 
are combined using a statistical formula to compute the 
official State error rate. 

Each State develops a corrective action plan, based on 
the payment errors identified to deal with their causes. The 
plan might include provisions for staff training, program 
procedural revisions, or changes in AFDC! recipient eligi- 
bility requirements, as appropriate to the cause. 

FISCAL SANCTIONS ----.". 

The 1973 HHS regulations that established the current 
UC program provided for the assessment of financial sanc- 
tions or penalties against States with high error rates. 
According to the regulations, the Federal share of total 
erroneous AFIX expenditures in excess of 3 percent to in- 
eligible cases and 5 percent for overpaid eligible cases 
in each State was to be withheld. States were to reduce 
their error rates below the 3- and 5-percent tolerance levels 
over three successive QC sampling periods. 

L/QC also reviews a sample of negative case actions which 
include denials of aid and aid terminations. We did not 
review any negative case actions. 



Fourteen States challenged the legality of the sanction 
regulation in court. The court ruled that HHS could impose 
sanctions, but that the 3- and 5-percent limits were arbi- 
trary and capricious and, therefore, unenforceable. 

On July 7, 1978, HHS proposed a new sanction regulation. 
Federal funds were to be withheld for erroneous expenditures 
in excess of 4 percent of each State's total benefit payments. 
States were not required to meet the 4-percent rate immedi- 
ately. They were only to be sanctioned if they were above 
the median error rate for all States and had not reduced their 
payment error rate from the previous QC period by 18 percent. 
The 18-percent figure represented the national error rate 
reduction that had been achieved between the April-September 
1973 and July-December 1976 sample periods. 

In response to opposition toward the sanctions proposed 
in 1978, HHS issued a final regulation in March 1979 that 
contained less severe sanctioning criteria. The regulation 
reduced the error improvement rate to 6.4 percent, which 
represented the national error rate reduction achieved 
between the January-June 1976 and July-December 1977 sample 
periods, eliminated the 4-percent goal and committed HHS 
to conduct a study to determine what the ultimate error 
rate goal should be. 

In its report on deliberations on a fiscal year 1979 
supplemental appropriations bill, the House-Senate conferees 
directed that HHS issue regulations requiring States to re- 
duce the AFDC payment error rate to 4 percent by September 
1982 or lose Federal matching funds associated with erroneous 
payments in excess of the target. In January 1980, HHS issued 
final rules to implement the sanctions directive. 

FISCAL INCENTIVES 

There currently is a fiscal incentive for the States 
to reduce their AFDC payment error rates. In the Social 
Security Amendments of 1977 (Public Law 95-216), the Con- 
gress established a formula by which States that reduce 
their QC payment error rates below 4 percent can partici- 
pate increasingly in the Federal share of the money saved. 
For each one-half percent below 4 percent, a State receives 
an additional 10 percent of the Federal funds saved until 
its error rate is reduced below 2 percent, when the State's 
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for monitoring regional QC operations. HHS officials told us 
t, hat , due to limited staffing, HHS headquarters' monitoring 
of the regions has consisted of reviewing biweekly reports 
on numbers and percentages of cases reviewed and dropped and 
responding to regional requests for assistance. There have 
been no field visits or onsite review programs to evaluate 
the quality or uniformity of regional QC procedures on an on- 
yoing basis. Because of the variations in regional QC pro- 
cedures t it is important that HHS establish an effective 
regional monitoring system. In May 1980, HHS officials told 
us that they planned to establish a headquarters subsample 
review capability for assuring uniformity and quality in 
regional QC procedures. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the AFDC-QC system has led to improvements in 
the AFDC program, the QC system itself needs improvement. 
HHS needs to make sure that all States make adequate efforts 
to determine the correctness of AFDC payments and that its 
regions make their re-reviews of State QC cases uniformly. 
In this regard, HHS' planned changes in its QC procedures 
manual, if properly implemented, should help 
problems so that QC reviews can be made on a 
HHS' current monitoring of State and Federal 
also needs improvement. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SECRETARY OF HHS 

to correct these 
comparable basis. 
QC performance 

We recommend that the Secretary: 

--Assess regional QC procedures to insure adequacy and 
consistency and establish guidelines for re-reviews 
of State QC cases by HHS regional offices, including 
criteria for making home visits to recipients and 
third-party verificqtions. 

--Increase regional monitoring and periodic assessments 
of State QC operations as well as HHS monitoring of 
its regional QC operations. 

ij+ZNCY COMMENTS 

Concerning our recommendations, the States generally 
agreed that QC review procedures should be more consistent 
and standardized and that HHS' assessment of State QC opera- 
tions could be improved. HHS said its revised QC manual 
will provide more uniformity in review procedures at the 
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HHS assessment of 
State OC inadeazte 

Although HHS has developed a guide for making annual 
assessments of State QC systems, it lacks specific criteria 
against which State QC procedures can be measured and is used 
only sporadically. 

Many HHS regional QC staff consider the annual assess- 
ments made in accordance with the Federal guide to be super- 
ficial and of limited value because they are subjective. 
The lack of objective measurable criteria in the guide can 
be seen in the following examples of questions from the Case 
Review Process section: 

"Are adequate documents or statements from the 
case record accepted as adequate verification?" 

"In instances where the recipient does not have 
available satisfactory information to verify 
eligibility and payment factors, is adequate 
use made of collateral sources, particularly 
for client negative responses?" (Emphasis added.) 

We believe the guide provides insufficient criteria to judge 
"adequate" or "satisfactory" in reviewing the State QC proce- 
dures. Also, HHS regional reviewers do not have guidance on 
how many cases should be examined during the annual assess- 
ments or what constitutes an adequate assessment. Required 
assessments are not always made, and only limited use is made 
of these assessments when they are completed. The HHS regions 
made the most recent "annual" assessments of the States in our 
study in these following years: 

California - 1976 Maine - 1978 
Hawaii - 1979 Maryland - 1976 
Indiana - 1978 New York '- 1976 

One region has not provided a State in our review with copies 
of its last three Federal assessments. In addition, officials 
in two of the five HHS regions in our review said that they do 
not attempt to monitor action taken by the States in response 
to Federal assessment recommendations. 

Limited monitoring of regional QC 

Another factor limiting HHS' ability to carry out ade- 
quate QC reviews is the absence of an HHS headquarters program 
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comparinq one State's performance with another to identify 
effective error reduction techniques. A uniform QC review 
procedure would help make sure that error rates are compar- 
irh1.e over time and between States. 

In December 1978, HHS began revising the QC manual used 
by State and HHS reviewers to increase the uniformity of QC 
reviews. The new manual, which provides specific prioritized 
primary and secondary verification sources that are to be 
used for each item being validated, instructs QC reviewers 
to perform sufficient verification to confirm or disprove 
the correctness of the case. 

For example, if the basis for eligibility is that the 
father does not reside with the recipient, and the father can 
be located, the revised manual requires the reviewer to obtain 
two of four recommended primary sources of verification of 
absence, such as the father's driver's license or rent re- 
ceipts. If it is not possible to get the primary sources, 
t'he manual requires that two additional pieces of evidence be 
gathered from a prioritized list of eight secondary sources. 
This list includes such things as post office records and 
telephone directories. If the father cannot be located, the 
manual sets out similar procedures with a slightly different 
list of verification sources. 

Although some differences will continue to exist in 
State QC practices because of differences in State programs, 
the revised QC manual requires that reviewers document why 
they cannot obtain primary verification. The revised manual 
has been reviewed by HAS regional QC offices and will be 
reviewed by the States before it is finalized. HHS antici- 
pates that the revised manual will first be used by the 
States for the October 19SO-March 1981 review period. 

HHS SHOIJLD IMPROVE: ITS SYSTEM 
$mEVAI;IJATING AND MONITORING .-w,""..-w- 
?!?j%"T!RNI?~D~~QC PERFORMANCY -"*11"-1- -- --.- 

In addition to the QC case re-review process, the HHS 
reqions are required to monitor State QC operations through 
procedural reviews. An improved system for monitoring and 
evaluating the States is needed to insure the integrity and 
validity of the AFDC-QC system. HHS currently requires its 
regional offices to make only limited annual assessments of 
State QC systems. In addition, HHS has no systematic ap- 
proach for monitoring its regions' QC efforts. This reduces 
EpLs t ability to insure consistent QC reviews. 
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UNIFORM FEDERAL QC REVIEW 
PROCEDURES NEEDED - 

HHS regional reviewers examine a subsample of State QC 
cases to assure that State reviewers are accurately identify- 
ing and reporting the correctness of AFDC payments. There 
are inconsistencies, however, between HHS regional offices 
in how they carry out these re-reviews. In the absence of 
clear guidelines defining what is appropriate, the regions 
have developed differing QC methodologies. Differences 
among regions included the (1) extent to which reviewers 
contacted the recipients and (2) degree of additional veri- 
fication they perform. 

One difference between HHS regional QC re-reviews is the 
proportion of contacts that the regions make with recipients. 
Because Federal reviewers have been given only broad guidance 
on when to contact a recipient, the policies of the regional 
offices vary. HHS reviewers contact recipients to obtain ad- 
ditional information or leads that would be useful in deter- 
mining the correctness of cases. Among the five regions in 
our review, the extent to which Federal reviewers contacted 
recipients ranged from 0 to 30 percent for the January-June 
1978 review period. A 1978 HHS study on OFA by the SSA Divi- 
sion of Management Services reported a nationwide range from 
4 to 60 percent in regional contacts with recipients. Some 
regions indicated that they considered a home visit with a 
recipient essential, while others considered it only as a 
last resort. 

In addition, regions performed varying amounts of addi- 
tional verification when making their re-reviews. The 1978 
HHS report on OFA expressed similar concern about variations 
among regions regarding what constitutes adequate verifica- 
tion of different elements of eligibility. * 

There are differences among the regional QC practices 
and differences in the adequacy of State QC reviews. We 
believe that HHS regions should have consistent standards 
for making the QC re-reviews, particularly because of the 
variations among State QC procedures discussed earlier. 

STANDARDIZATION EFFORTS IN HHS 

QC is a measurement tool for improving AFDC program ad- 
ministration. As such, it has been used for tracking a 
State's ability to pay eligible persons correct amounts of 
assistance over a period of time. It has also been used for 
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The following table shows the number of cases State QC 
offices dropped from samples in the January-June 1978 sample 
period because the client refused to cooperate with QC or 
because reviewers could not locate recipients. 

Total 
Total error Number of cases dropped 
sample cases Unwilling to Unable 

State selected reported cooperate to locate sm".mm- - 

California 1,312 140 20 28 
irawaii 343 68 2 5 
Indiana 1,311 98 1 3 
Maine 608 109 1 0 
Maryland 1,243 355 3 6 
New York 1,297 425 8 6 

The procedures followed by the QC reviewers before drop- 
ping cases from the QC sample varied among the States in our 
review. For example, California seldom used third-party 
collateral sources for locating recipients in the "unable to 
locate" category. We did not review any dropped cases in 
Indiana, but State officials told us that reviewers used a 
variety of third-party collateral sources, including the post 
office, the school attended by the dependent children, and 
the recipient's landlord or neighbors. 

Dropping cases when the reviewer is unable to contact 
the recipient or the recipient is unwilling to cooperate may 
result in valuable management information on incorrect pay- 
ments being lost because reviewers may be dropping error-prone 

CXiSE?3S l Recipients who cannot be contacted may have moved or 
may be on extended visits, both of which could affect their 
payment status. Recipients who are unwilling to cooperate 
with reviewers may be withholding information for computing 
the correct grant. If the incidence of error in the dropped 
cases is higher than the error incidence in completed cases, 
then overall error information would be understated. 

Because of problems we identified, HHS should study 
dropped cases to ascertain how much error information is 
being lost. If this information could materially affect 
eZ-rOrS, HHS should consider tightening up QC policies that 
allow cases to be dropped from QC samples for these two 
reasons. 
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case considered to be in error. Maine had only 3 SSN-related 
errors of the 603 cases in the January-June 1978 review period. 

Home visits and collateral contacts 

The States' approaches toward visits to recipients' 
homes during the QC reviews also varied. In California, it 
was UC policy to schedule visits to recipients' homes in ad- 
vance. Indiana prefers that home visits to recipients be 
unannounced. California QC reviewers are required to obtain 
a signed consent form from the recipient for each collateral 
contact they wish to make (excluding those involving public 
records). In contrast, New York reviewers use a general re- 
cipient authorization statement that is part of the original 
AFDC application form, rather than obtaining a consent form 
for each collateral contact. 

Policy on dropping sample cases 

Under Federal QC guidelines, States need not complete re- 
views of selected cases and can drop them from the QC sample. 
Two circumstances where cases can be dropped are when the 
recipient is unwilling to give information and when the re- 
cipient cannot be located. The following are examples of 
cases that were dropped even though they were likely to be 
in error: 

--In a case dropped by the State, the Federal QC reviewer 
made four visits to the home of the recipient. The 
recipient was at home, but was unwilling to talk to 
the reviewer. The case was dropped from the sample 
even though (1) there were indications of unreported 
employment, (2) the recipient had three SSNs, and 
(3) reports that the client was married and that her 
husband was living at home conflicted with the recip- 
ient‘s claim of being single. 

--A State reviewer dropped a case because he was unable 
to locate the recipient even though the State's earn- 
ings clearance system indicated unreported earnings 
for the recipient. The Federal reviewer found the 
recipient and made a home visit. However, the case 
was dropped at the Federal level when she refused 
to sign an authorization form allowing verification 
of earnings. 
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xsrification of earned income 

Some States have computerized earnings clearance systems 
which provide reviewers with information for verifying whether 
recipients had any earned income. Of States we reviewed, 
California and Indiana had earnings clearance systems. Re- 
viewers in those States used the system for 24 of the 25 cases 
t'hat we examined in which a recipient denied having earned 
income. During the period from which we selected QC! cases 
for our review, New York did not have an earnings clearance 
system. 1/ Reviewers in New York used a variety of other 
SOUr"Cc?S, -including unemployment insurance information, the 
State tax department, and SSA, to verify whether recipients 
had income. 

other procedural differences -I-,--- 

We found that State procedures for verifying whether 
recipients had social security numbers (SSNs) varied as 
did their practices concerning home visits and collateral 
contacts, as well as dropping sample cases from the QC 
review process. 

SSNs 

Federal QC policy directs reviewers to verify that the 
local agency has an SSN on file for each person in the AFDC 
family or that an application for an SSN has been made. A 
recipient's failure to have an SSN or to have applied for 
one will result in the recipient's ineligibility. 

In Maryland, State QC reviewers consider a case to be 
in error if a copy of the recipient's SSN or SSN application 
is not in the case file. In the January-June 1978 review 
period, Maryland reviewers found SSN-related errors in 54 of 
the 1,200 cases in the sample. 

QC reviewers in Maine also check a recipient's case file 
for the SSN. However, they also verify that the recipient 
has an SSN during the home visit. If the recipient does not 
have an SSN, the reviewer determines if the recipient has ap- 
plied for one. Only if the recipient has not applied is the 

,i/New York implemented an earnings clearance system in *January 
1979, which was after the January-June 1978 CC review period 
from which we selected cases for our review. 



State verificationEocedures differ -_l.l_(-"-- -"-""--- 

The six States used a variety of practices to verify 
the accuracy of AFDC eligibility and payment amount factors. 
We compared QC review oases from each State to identify the 
different practices. The differences discussed below were 
identified in our comparison of California, Indiana, and 
New York QC case review practices. We believe the types of 
verification differences discussed below indicate that some 
States may be making unnecessarily extensive reviews, and 
others may be making limited reviews that are not identify- 
ing a11 errors. 

Continued absence of a parent - ------ 

To be eligible for AFDC, a child must be deprived of 
parental support or care because of the continued absence of 
a parent from the home, death of a parent, physical or mental 
incapacity of a parent, or in some States unemployment of a 
parent. Most AFDC cases are eligible due to the continued 
absence of a parent. 

In California, of the 16 cases that we examined, 13 had 
an absent parent. The recipient was the source of verifica- 
tion in all 13 cases. Reviewers accepted recipients' verbal 
statements that the parent did not reside in the home as ver- 
ification of the absence in 8 of the 13 cases. In the other 
five cases the recipient was asked to provide additional evi- 
dence. 

In contrast to California, both Indiana and lvew York 
obtained additional collateral verification of the; parent's 
absence in all 24 continued absence cases we reviewed. In 
Indiana, the number of collateral sources in addition to the 
recipient's statement for each case ranged from 1 to 3, and 
in %ew York, the number ranged from 2 to 11. Reviewers from 
these States made contacts with such collateral sources as 
the State division of motor vehicles, telephone companies, 
employment offices, and other third-party sources. 

Recipient denial of bank account -- 

Variations existed in State practices for validating 
recipients' claims that they had no bank accounts. In 
California, QC reviewers accepted the clients' statements 
that they had no bank accounts and made no collateral bank 
checks in the 13 cases we examined. In contrast, Indiana 
and New York reviewers made collateral bank checks in the 
24 similar cases we examined. 



CHAPTER 3 

HHS SHOULD DEVELOP 

UNIFORM QC REVIEW PROCEDURES 

To be an effective measurement tool and provide data 
that are comparable, QC! reviews should follow uniform basic 
review procedures. We found several inconsistent QC proce- 
dures among States and HHS regions. 

These differences existed because HHS had neither devel- 
oped uniform QC review procedures nor implemented a system 
for making comprehensive evaluations of State and regional QC 
procedures. In our opinion, some States that limit verifica- 
tion may not be obtaining all the management information on 
incorrect payments available through the QC review process. 
However, other States may be performing unnecessarily exten- 
sive reviews. 

HHS is attempting to increase standardization in the QC 
system through revisions of the QC! manual. The purpose of the 
revision is to establish minimum verification procedures for 
all States and HHS regions to follow. In addition, HHS is 
conducting reviews and evaluations of regional QC programs 
on a pilot-test basis as an initial step toward developing 
an improved monitoring system. 

UNIFORM PROCEDURES ARE NEEDED 
TO ELIMINATE VARIATIONS 
INSTATE: yc PRACTICES 

Federal guidance allows a great deal of flexibility in 
the way State QC cases are reviewed. The QC manual provides 
that reviewers will evaluate the eligibility and benefit 
amount factors on a case-by-case basis and determine how much 
and what kind of verification is needed. As a result, each 
State has been free to select the particular steps its QC re- 
viewers follow to validate the correctness of the factors on 
which the AFDC eligibility and amount of payment are based. 

In the six States in our review, we found $everal indi- 
cations of how procedures for conducting QC reviews vary on 
important matters, such as the verification techniques used 
to determine the accuracy of AFDC payments and the conditions 
under which State QC reviewers drop certain cases from their 
review. Some procedures seemed unnecessarily complex, while 
others seemed to be too limited to discover all errors. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION """msmh---l"ll-I-- -- 

While five 1/ of the six States we visited were in favor 
of such action, EHS officials did not agree that sanctions 
should be retracted, They said that some form of sanction 
was needed to assure continued management attention to AFDC 
quality. They favored modifying the present stringent error 
reduction requirements. 

We agree that continued management attention to AFJX! 
quality is essential and that the threat of sanctions in the 
Past had a beneficial effect on the States' management of 
the program. The issue, as we see it, is whether the threat 
of sanctions is as valid a method of obtaining program im- 
provement today as it was in the past. For the reasons 
stated earlier in this chapter, we believe not. 

We believe that the States now have sufficient moti- 
vation to improve AFDC quality in that they pay about half 
the cost of AFDC benefits. Furthermore, as we indicated 
earlier, in recent years there has been considerably more 
public awareness of the cost of the welfare programs, includ- 
ing the high level of erroneous payments, and it appears that 
this awareness will continue. This awareness, and its impact 
on State legislatures who are concerned with keeping the 
cost of State programs as low as possible, would seem to add 
a further incentive to AFDC program officials to carefully 
manage their activities, 

We also believe, as discussed earlier, that sanctions 
tend to put the States and the Federal Government in an 
adversary role at a time when cooperation would seem more 
essential than ever because of the high costs and limited 
resources for such Federal-State programs. 
- - , - - I -  -  ._- .-.--pm 

l/Officials from California and Indiana contacted during our 
review said they favored sanctions. (See p. 8.) However, 
in commenting on our draft report, California su,PPorted our 
recommendation to retract the sanctions directive. (See 
aPP* I.) 



but overpaid cases and ineligible cases to 4 percent by Septem- 
k,.sr 30, 1982, in three annual increments beginning with fiscal 
year 19tsC). Failure to meet the error rate target each year 
is to result in the loss of Federal matching funds associated 
with erroneous payment expenditures in excess of the target. 

Sanctions place the Federal and State governments in 
an adversary role at a time when cooperation is needed for 
recluciny errors. Also, because identifying too many errors 
can cost States Federal funding, sanctions can be a disincen- 
tive to error identification efforts. This is contrary to 
the intent of UC! to improve the administration of AFDC, be- 
cause better error identification would make more data avail- 
able to managers for developing corrective actions to reduce 
errors. 

QC error rates are not sufficiently comparable to serve 
as the basis for sanctions. The statistical precision of the 
error rate estimates varies from State to State with some 
States being more likely to have error rate fluctuations due 
to chance. QC error rates can also be affected by both the 
QC review procedure differences and State program differ- 
ences, which tend to reduce the value of UC as a comparative 
measure of administrative quality in State AFDC programs. 

For these reasons, we believe efforts to sanction high 
error States based on QC error rates should be discontinued. 
Instead of sanctioning States, the Federal Government should 
provide more assistance in error reduction efforts. (See ch. 
5,) 

Because the current HHS effort to sanction States is 
based in part on a conference committee directive, the 
Appropriations Committees should play a role in discontinu- 
ing this effort. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE 
APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES .- 

We recommend that the House and Senate Appropriations 
Committees retract the conference committee directive for 
Federal fiscal sanctions against the States based on the 
AYDC QC error rates. 
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--mothers on behalf of an unborn child if there are no 
other children in the family; and 

--families in need because of an unemployed parent. 

Two States in our review did not provide assistance 
to some of the groups. Indiana did not provide assistance 
to any of the three groups, and Maine did not provide aid 
on behalf of an unborn child or to families with an unem- 
ployed parent. QC directors from both States indicated that 
including one or more of these groups would increase their 
error rates because particular eligibility conditions re- 
quire extensive monitoring, more recipients would be in- 
volved, and grant computations would be more complex, among 
other things, making these options difficult to administer 
without having errors. 

Differences in QC review procedures _-- mm- 

The QC reviewers in different States followed different 
procedures in determining the correctness of cases they re- 
viewed. (See ch. 3.) QC reviewers in some States relied 
heavily on the statements of recipients for verifying the 
accuracy of information that was the basis for the grant, 
while those in other States made extensive investigations 
and collateral checks with neighbors, employers, landlords, 
and financial institutions. 

While HHS has been conducting a project to standardize 
the QC reviews by State and HHS reviewers, that project has 
not determined to what extent differences in the review pro- 
cedures are reflected in State error rates. Without knowing 
these effects, the proportion of a State's error rate that 
is due to administrative problems and the proportion due to 
QC review differences cannot be determined,' 

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES' ACTION ---- 
NEEDED TO STOP FISCAL SANCTIONS 

Current HHS efforts to implement a sanctioning system 
are based in part on a directive contained in a congressional 
conference report. During deliberations on a fiscal year 
1979 supplemental appropriations bill (Public Law 96-38), the 
House-Senate conferees decided more ambitious error reduction 
efforts were needed. The conference committee directed the 
Secretary of HHS to issue new regulations requiring all 
States to reduce their AFDC payment error rate for eligible 
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bility workers are not considered errors, while the same 
mistakes by eligibility workers in New York are, and affect 
New York's error rate. The following cases demonstrate this. 

In New York, an eligibility worker calculates that a 
family of four is eligible for the maximum need allowance 
of $476. L/ Since New York pays 100 percent of need, the 
family receives a $476 grant. Later, a QC reviewer finds 
that the eligibility worker had made a $15 mistake so that 
the correct need should be $461. As a result, the correct 
grant amount should also be $461, and not $476: therefore, 
a $15 error is reported in New York. 

In Indiana, an eligibility worker calculates that a 
family of four is eligible for a grant equal to the maximum 
adjusted need standard of $327. 2/ However, the most Indiana 
will pay to a family of four is $275 l/--therefore, the family 
receives a $275 grant. Later, a QC reviewer finds that the 
eligibility worker had made a $15 mistake so that the correct 
adjusted need should be $312. Since $312 is still higher than 
the $275 maximum grant, the family is still only eligible for 
$275. Because the payment is not affected by the $15 mistake, 
there is no error reported in Indiana. 

For the April-September 1978 review period, mistakes in 
42 cases were not considered errors by Indiana QC because 
the mistakes did not affect maximum payments. Indiana had 
reported 73 cases in error in its 1,204-case sample for that 
period. 

Categories of potential recipients 

Under the AFDC program, States can at their option 
provide assistance to 

--children 18 to 21 years of age who are regularly at- 
tending a school, college, university, or course of 
vocational or technical training: 

i/As of April 1, 1978. 

Z/This standard, against which income is applied, is 90 per- 
cent of the full need standard. 
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States established the level of need 'based on the actual 
cost incurred by an applicant for such basic needs as food, 
clothing, and shelter. 

Currently, need is established using either consolidated 
or partially consolidated standards. For example, Maine uses 
a consolidated standard in which all basic needs--food, shel- 
ter, clothing, utilities, household supplies, personal care 
items, and recreation-- are included in a standard allowance 
which varies according to family size. New York uses a par- 
tially consolidated need standard in which all basic needs 
except for shelter and utilities are included in the standard 
allowance, which varies according to family size, while shel- 
ter and utilities are added at cost up to a maximum amount. 

Consolidated need standards have generally been con- 
sidered less error prone because eligibility workers need 
not keep track of changes in individual living expense items. 

Contrasting the error rates of Maine with a consolidated 
standard and New York with a partially consolidated standard 
indicates the effect of full consolidation on errors. In the 
January-June 1978 review period, Maine had only two errors 
related to basic needs in its 603-case sample. New York, 
however, had 101 such errors in its 1,238-case QC sample in 
the same period. 

A 1977 study by Touche, Ross and Company indicated that 
consolidation of standards has been a major factor in reduc- 
ing AE'IX error rates in the past 5 years. The firm found 
that, for 10 of 11 States examined that used consolidated 
standards, a subsequent decline occurred in payment error 
rates for the "basic needs" category after adopting consoli- 
dated standards. In eight of the States, the reduction was 
more than 711 percent. For example, Illinois reduced its 
payment error rate for basic needs by 93 percent, from 1.4 
to 0.1 percent, and Louisiana experienced a reduction of 
99 percent, from 1.5 to 0.01 percent. 

Effect of need/payment 
standard relationship -- 
on error rates - 

The effect of mistakes made in calculating aid payments 
on error rates can depend upon whether a State has a payment 
standard that equals or is less than its need standard. For 
example, some computation mistakes made by Indiana eligi- 
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The reported UC! error rate is an estimate derived from 
a sample. Such estimates have ranges which vary due to 
several factors, the most important being sample size. For 
G?XWTlp16?, if a State's reported error rate is 3 percent based 
on a QC review of 1,200 cases, 95 times out of 100 the 
State's 'Itrue" error rate will lie between 2.04 and 3.96 
percent. However, if the reported error rate is based on a 
sample of only 150 cases, the State's "true" error rate will 
lie between 0.27 and 5.73 percent. 

Because error rate precision differs so much between 
large and small AFDC caseload States, the QC system does not 
appear to provide equitable criteria for sanctions. The lack 
of precision of error rates in small caseload States increases 
the likelihood that the decision to sanction will be based on 
chance. For example, a State with a 150-case sample and a 10 
percent Yrue" error rate would have to reduce its true error 
rate by 4.03 percentage points for the reduction to be statis- 
tically significant. That is, the change in the reported 
error rate is due to an actual reduction in error rates and 
not just sampling variation. States with a 1,200-case sample 
and a lo-percent error rate would need an error rate change 
of only 1.42 percent to be statistically significant. 

State QC! error rates do not 
clearly show the effects of 
State policy and proqram 
differences -. 

Federal regulations give States much latitude in deter- 
mining the way they operate their AFDC programs and the ele- 
ments of assistance in those programs. Some of the policies 
that States adopt can increase the potential for error. Also, 
some States provide benefits to categories of recipients that 
other States do not. QC error rates do not clearly show the 
effects of these differences. Therefore, QC error rates are 
not completely satisfactory for comparing the quality of 
States' program administration that is needed for equitably 
applying sanctions. The following are examples of program 
differences that affect States' error rates and their compar- 
ability. 

Treatment of basic need standard - 

The basic need standard is one factor, along with recipi- 
ent income and the State payment limit, that is considered in 
computing a recipient's grant amount. Traditionally, most 



negative effects on error reduction in high error rate States. 
officials from Maryland, New York, Hawaii, and Maine expressed 
opposition to sanctions. Several reasons given for not favor- 
ing sanctions were: 

--States will be encouraged to alter their programs so 
that various errors are no longer defined as errors. 

--QC error rates are not comparable because of QC review 
procedural differences and AFDC program differences. 

--The Federal-State working relationship is negatively 
affected. 

Some officials told us that sanctions can negatively 
affect the potential of QC for identifying errors. For 
example, one State official said sanctions would undermine 
the integrity of the QC process in that the reviewers may 
be less vigilant in identifying errors. 

QC ERROR RATES NOT SUFFICIENTLY 
Gi'ARABLE AS BASIS FOR SANCTIONS 

Any basis for sanctions should equitably measure the 
administrative quality of a State's AFDC program in terms 
of the extent to which errors that affect payments are made. 
We question whether current QC system error rates reflect 
the same proportion of erroneous payments in all States be- 
cause they do not take into account three kinds of differ- 
ences unrelated to program administration. First, the sta- 
tistical precision of QC error rates varies among States with 
some States having greater fluctuations in reported error 
rates because smaller samples of cases are reviewed. Second, 
the QC error rates can be affected by State program and 
policy differences. Finally, differences in the way QC re- 
views are made (discussed in ch. 3) can affect QC error 
rates regardless of how efficiently and effectively a State 
administers its program. 

Statistical precision of 
Kate QC error rates vary 

The statistical precision of the QC system error rates 
ivaries among the States. This raises the question of whether 
'the QC error rates are comparable and adequate for administer- 
ing sanctions. 
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be brought to bear on improving the adminis- 
tration of the nation's public assistance 
programs through a positive State-Federal 
partnership." 

He went on 'to say that: 

I'* * * once the issue of 'fiscal sanctions' 
was raised, it became the burning preoccu- 
pation of almost all involved federal and 
state officials. This has resulted in a 
misplaced and harmful emphasis on the value 
of fiscal sanctions and a corresponding 
neglect of positive assistance." 

These concerns are not new: when sanctions were first 
proposed, many concerns were raised about their impact on 
State-Federal relationships. During hearings before the Sub- 
committee on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways and 
Means in 1975, the Subcommittee Chairman quoted several 
States' officials who had such concerns before sanction reg- 
ulations were finalized in 1973. For example, the Chairman 
of the North Dakota Legislative Council stated: 

"Proposed regulations [sanctions] would strike 
a serious blow to Federal-State relations. 
The partnership between these levels of govern- 
ment will be seriously weakened if the Federal 
Government chooses to penalize all of the States 
for administering programs which none are able 
to administer in a manner to avoid penalties." 

The Director, Institutions, Social and Rehabilitative Serv- 
ices, in Oklahoma warned that sanctions could do irrepara- 
ble harm to the Federal-State partnership. 'A group of of- 
ficials from New Mexico, West Virginia, New Jersey, and 
North Carolina said: 

"It would appear obvious that justice requires 
that no agency of government should withhold 
matching funds for malfunctions to which it has 
contributed." 

Of the States in our review, California and Indiana 
officials favored sanctions but said they could have some 
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We generally favor incentives to encourage error reduc- 
tion and preserve Federal-State cooperation, as indicated in 
recent testimony an proposed amendments to the Food Stamp 
Act of 1977 l/ and in our report, "Review of the Better Jobs 
and Income Bill" (HRD-78-110, May 23, 1978). 

CONCERNS ABOUT NEGATIVE EFFECT 
OF SANCTIONS ON COOPERATIVE STATE- -,------ 
FEDERAL EFFORT TO REDUCE ERRORS .__I- 

Cooperation between the Federal Government, which estab- 
lishes the basic framework for AFDC, and the States, which 
administer the program, is in our opinion essential for ef- 
fective error reduction. The Federal Government possesses 
a nationwide perspective on program administration. states, 
however, are responsible for day-to-day operations of AFDC 
and are better suited for identifying the causes of errors. 

An example of a cooperative effort is the development of 
profiles on error-prone cases. HHS has studied characteris- 
tics of cases that are predictive of errors and has developed 
profiles of error-prone cases. Such profiles have proven 
successful in targeting error reduction efforts on these cases. 
IIHS cannot, however, do a profile analysis on a State's AFDC 
caseload unless the State provides it with information on 
its error cases. According to HHS officials, States are be- 
coming more aware of error-prone case profiles and are re- 
questing them for their AFDC caseloads. However, because of 
the negative feelings generated by sanctions, some States 
may be reluctant to cooperate in this effort. 

Several States have pointed out to HHS that sanctions 
could harm the Federal-State relationship in administering 
the AFDC program. For example, in a September 1, 1978, letter 
to the Secretary of HHS, the Secretary of Maryland's Depart- 
ment of Human Resources stated that: 

'* * * the debate regarding the uses of the 
Quality Control system has overshadowed any 
progressive efforts and good will that could 

, -m- -P -_- ._ - - -  

,&/Testimony on proposed amendments to the Food Stamp Act 
of 1977 (H.R. 4318), October 17, 1979, before the Sub- 
committee on Domestic Marketing, Consumer Relations, and 
Nutrition, House Committee on Agriculture. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FISCAL SANCTIONS SHOULD 

BE DISCONTINUED 

To encourage States to improve their AFDC program admin- 
istration, HHS and a congressional conference committee have 
taken steps to impose fiscal sanctions, which will result 
in Federal funds being withheld from States that have rates 
of erroneous payments that exceed error rate tolerances 
based on the QC system. 

In our opinion, fiscal sanctions place the Federal and 
State governments in an adversary role at a time when coop- 
eration is needed for reducing errors. Because a high error 
rate can result in sanctions, States have an incentive to 
identify fewer errors. As a result, basing sanctions on QC 
measurements can discourage error identification and there- 
by reduce QC usefulness as a management tool for developing 
corrective actions aimed at the causes of errors. 

In addition, we question whether current QC system 
error rates are sufficiently comparable to be the basis for 
sanctions because they (1) vary in statistical precision, 
(2) do not clearly show the effects of program and policy 
differences among the States, and (3) are not based on the 
same error identification procedures in all States. (See 
ch. 3.) 

PAST EFFECT OF SANCTIONS 

HHS officials responsible for QC in the AFDC program 
believe that fiscal sanctions or the threat of them has 
been a major impetus to States in reducing their AFDC error 
rates. They pointed out that, from the time sanctions were 
first proposed until the error rate basis for sanctions was 
invalidated by the courts, error rates declined signifi- 
cantly. 

While the threat of sanctions in the past was un- 
doubtedly a factor which helped focus management attention 
on reducing errors, we believe other factors, such as in- 
creased public awareness of the existence of high error 
rates in the AFDC program, also provided an impetus to 
States to improve program administration. As discussed 
later in this report, we believe that applying sanctions 
based on QC results will not treat the States equitably. 
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maximum share of the Federal funds saved is 50 percent. This 
provision became effective during calendar year 1978. 

SCOPE OF REVIEW -. 

We made our review at HHS headquarters in Washington, 
D.C.; HHS regional offices in Boston, Chicago, New York 
City, Philadelphia, and San Francisco; and in California, 
Hawaii, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, and New York. These States 
were selected based on the size of their AFDC caseload and 
their payment error rates. 

We also interviewed Federal and State officials to obtain 
their views on the use of fiscal sanctions by the Federal 
Government. 

We did not review the overall accuracy of the individual 
AFDC catilie reviews made by State and Federal QC reviewers. 
Instead, we concentrated on identifying overall system prob- 
lems that reduce the effectiveness of the QC system. 

We analyzed the six State programs to identify differ- 
ences which could affect the error rates of each State. We 
examined about 3,300 QC sample cases from the January-June 
1978 sample period in five of the States to determine the 
type and amount of management information that was not being 
gathered by the QC system. 

We reviewed the QC sampling plans for selecting AFDC 
cases for review in the six States where we made this audit. 
In our opinion, all of the sampling plans yielded a represen- 
tative sample of active AFDC cases. 

We provided copies of the draft report to HHS and the 
States and obtained oral comments from HHS and written com- 
ments from the six States. (See app. I - VI.) 
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State and Federal levels, with the Federal reviewers being 
required to follow the revised procedures during the April- 
September 1980 sample period. Also, WWS said Federal staff 
will make necessary home visits and third-party verifications 
on all State dropped cases in the "refused to cooperate" and 
“unable to locate" categories and also in 20 percent of State 
completed review cases. 

YHS told us of assessments it conducted in 1979 and 1980 
of its 10 regional quality control operations, and said it 
plans to make regional assessments of virtually all State QC 
operations during 1980. 
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CHAPTER 4 

QC SHOULD MPORT ALL INCORRECT AFDC PAYMENTS 

As a management tool for improving the AFDC payment 
process, State QC systems should give program managers a 
complete view of incorrect AFDC payments. States' current 
QC! systems do not always give such a view because they do 
not report all incorrect payments identified. As a result, 
information that could be useful for developing corrective 
actions is not available to AFDC program managers. 

QC DOES NOT REPORT 
ALL INCORRECT PAYMENTS 11--*-m- 

W's effectiveness as a measurement system is reduced 
because it does not report all identified incorrect payments. 
According to the definition of incorrect payments in the Fed- 
eral regulations, payments that are incorrect by less than 
$5 are not considered to be in error and are not reflected 
in State or HHS QC reports. 

Federal QC guidance also gives States a grace period of 
up to 2 months during which changes in recipient circum- 
stances, such as income, living arrangements, or resources, 
need not be reflected in the AFDC payment for error determi- 
nation purposes. Under current QC guidance, incorrect pay- 
ments resulting from such changes during this "administra- 
tive period" are not defined as errors and do not have to be 
reported. 

Also, QC reviewers need only record the primary cause of 
error in cases with two or more errors. 

Incorrect payments: less than $5 
and occurring in administrative period 

To determine how much information on incorrect payments 
detected is not being reported by QC, we reviewed QC cases 
from the January-June 1978 sample period in five States. 
The table on the next page summarizes our results. 
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CaSeS 
we 

examined 

Error cases 
State QC 

reported in 
cases we 
examined 

_ 
did not report 

Adminis: 
Less trative 

Total than $5 period 

California 610 70 18 13 5 
Hawaii 325 68 28 24 4 
Indiana 582 48 101 58 43 
Maine 608 155 45 17 28 
New York 1,165 425 82 54 28 

Cases with incorrect 
payments State QC 

As shown by the table, management is not receiving information 
on large numbers of incorrect payments detected. 

Incorrect payments of less than $5 - 

In our opinion, reporting incorrect payments of less 
than $5 is important because (1) combining this information 
with that on larger incorrect payments would give managers a 
greater data base for identifying possible causes of errors 
and (2) in States that have high rates for this type of in- 
correct payment, some underlying programmatic or procedural 
problem may exist that is not being revealed with the current 
QC error rate. HHS officials commented that the fiscal impact 
of these small incorrect payments may be limited, but agreed 
that failure to report them does reduce the amount of infor- 
mation available for analysis of error causes. 

Incorrect payments resulting from I administrative period changes -- 

Following is an example of an administrative period in- 
correct payment. 

--During the month of the QC review, a recipient was not 
registered for the Work Incentive program, which is 
administered by the Department of Labor. Registration 
with the program is a requirement for AFDC eligibility, 
but the recipient had been exempt from registering for 
medical reasons. Her exemption, however, had expired 
the month before the case was selected for review by 
QC. Normally QC would consider a person not registered 
for the Work Incentive program to be ineligible, but 
in this case, because the recipient's change in status-- 
the expiration of her exemption--occurred during the 
administrative period, no error was reported. 
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The effect of not reporting incorrect payments occurring 
in the a~lministrative period is reflected in the error rates. 
The study by Touche, Ross and Company, discussed in chapter 2, 
eati.mnt.ctl that, in 15 States examined, adoption of the admin- 
istrative period policy resulted in a 16-percent "reduction" 
in reported payment errors between April-September 1973 and 
i,Irsnuary-June 1976. This is particularly significant since 
the administrative period policy did not become effective 
unti.L the July-December 1975 period. 

For the July-December 1975 period, the national case- 
error rate was 26.7 percent, and the payment-error rate was 
11.2 percent. These rates were substantially less than the 
3913-percent case-error rate, and the 13.3-percent payment- 
erro'r 'rate in the preceding January-June 1975 review period. 

According to an OFA official, the administrative period 
policy was instituted in response to States' concerns about 
the threat of sanctions and in recognition that not all 
changes in a case can be made immediately. If the Appro- 
priations Committees act on our recommendation to retract 
the conference committee directive for fiscal sanctions (see 
ch. 21, it would appear that the States would no longer have 
the first concern. While we recognize that not all chanqes 
can be made to an AFDC grant immediately, we believe it is 
important that managers receive all available information on 
incorrect payments so that they can determine if any of the 
factors causing incorrect payments are controllable and need 
to be changed. 

An example of the potential usefulness of administrative 
period data comes from the SSI quality assurance program, 
which records administrative period errors. Using adminis- 
trative period error data, SSI-QA staff concluded that the 
untimely exchange of benefit information between the Social 
Security Retirement and Survivors program l/ and the SSI 
program had been a cause of SST errors. fie SSI quality 
assurance program found that more timely exchange of data 
between the two programs could reduce these incorrect pay- 
ments. The implementation of an automated data exchange 
solved this problem. 

l/Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal 
Disability Insurance. 
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Secondary errors --- 

The total dollar value of all detected errors in each 
case is reflected in QC error data. However, only the primary 
cause of ersor-- that which (1) results in the largest dollar 
amount of the overpayment or underpayment or (2) is the first 
error that causes ineligibility-- is reported for each in- 
correct case. For example, if a case contained three errors-- 
of (1) $15 in earned income, (2) $20 related to shelter and 
utility costs, and (3) $5 in work-related expenses--the QC 
reviewer would report the total $40 in error under shelter 
and utility, which is the "primary" error category. The pro- 
gram manager therefore would not receive information on the 
magnitude or type of the secondary errors detected in this 
case. 

A factor affecting the significance of secondary errors 
is whether or not they are directly attributable to the pri- 
mary error, For example, incorrect mandatory income deduc- 
tions could be a secondary error resulting from a primary 
error of unreported earned income. In this case, correcting 
the cause of the primary error would probably correct the 
secondary error as well. 

Some cases, however, can have multiple errors that are 
caused by unrelated mistakes, An example would be a case in 
which both the child care allowance and mandatory income de- 
ductions are calculated incorrectly. In this case, correcting 
the child care allowance error would not correct the mandatory 
income deduction error because one does not influence the 
other, Unrelated secondary errors may indicate the need for 
other types of corrective actions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

QC is not reporting all incorrect payments detected. 
The effect of not reporting and compiling all of them is that 
AFDC! managers do not have the total picture of incorrect pay- 
ments being made in the program. If the QC system reported 
and compiled incorrect payments of less than $5, those occur- 
ring because of changes during the administrative period, and 
secondary errors, we believe that managers would have addi- 
tional useful information for developing corrective actions 
to reduce incorrect payments. 
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Ilr~~(lOMMENI)ATIOMS TQ THE -.--- 

we recommend that the Secretary: 

--Change the Federal regulations to require reporting 
of incorrect payments of less than $5 and those 
occurring because of changes during the administra- 
tive period. 

--Require States to report all causes of incorrect pay- 
ments detected during the QC review process. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -.II_ --w-I- 

Officials from HHS and several States disagreed that 
incorrect payments resulting from changes during the adminis- 
trative period and those of less than $5 should be reported 
for reasons that included 

--gathering, reporting, and correcting such incorrect 
payments is not cost effective and 

--recording those incorrect payments of less than $5, 
which were not included in the base period against 
which States are measured for sanctioning and incen- 
tive purposes, will make it impossible to measure 
error reduction progress. 

We believe the QC system should give program management 
a complete view of program quality. Without all available 
information, management is not in the best position to develop 
appropriate corrective actions. Without compiling information 
on incorrect payments of less than $5, program management 
cannot be sure its ranking of errors by cause is accurate, 
nor might it be aware of the causes of such incorrect pay- 
ments and potential corrective actions. 

For example, Maine officials said that incorrect pay- 
ments caused by fluctuations of less than $5 in earned 
income are probably not correctable and should not be errors, 
whereas those of $5 or less resulting from Social Security 
and Veterans Administration benefit changes should be re- 
iported as errors. If management does not have information 
eon the causes of such incorrect payments, it would not be 
'able to develop appropriate corrective actions. 
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Officials from several States also disagreed with 
including administrative period incorrect payments in the 
quality control process because they believed such payments 
are in many cases impossible to avoid and in other cases are 
not cost effective to correct. In our opinion, incorrect 
payments caused by changes during the administrative period 
should be reported to and evaluated by management to deter- 
mine if they are avoidable and at what cost. 

In the draft of this report provided to the States and 
HHS for comment, this chapter contained a discussion of how 
QC reviews treat recipient earned income in determining the 
correctness of AFDC grants. We noted that some States used 
estimates of recipient income made in accordance with their 
approved AFDC plan for QC review purposes. In our opinion, 
using such an estimate as criteria for the QC review results 
in an evaluation of how well the eligibility worker followed 
the State plan estimating procedures, but does not measure 
how well the State's estimating procedures predict recipient 
earned income received in the grant month. Because different 
States used different estimating procedures, we believe that 
QC should measure how effective these procedures are at pre- 
dicting earned income. 

Consequently, we recommended in the draft report that 
HHS require States to periodically gather and evaluate data 
on earned income available to meet recipient needs in the 
grant month when performing QC reviews. 

IIHS and State officials believed that QC reviews should 
continue to be made in accordance with approved State plans. 
HHS officials said that gathering such additional data on 
grant month income might divert resources from error reduc- 
tion efforts. 

After considering these comments, and because we plan 
to review separately the relative accuracy of different 
State income estimating practices, we deleted the section 
and related recommendation from this final report. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INSUFFICIENT ANALYSIS OF QC INFORMATION - 

AFFECTS CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANNING 

Detailed analysis of QC data to identify specific causes 
of errors is needed if effective corrective actions are to be 
developed. Some States and HHS do not perform enough detailed 
analysis of QC data to identify specific causes of errors pri- 
marily because their staffs do not have enough time during QC 
review periods. In our opinion, this is occurring because HHS 
has not given data analysis sufficient priority to make sure 
that it is performed. 

NOT ENOUGH DATA ANALYSIS TO 
IDENTIFY CAUSES OF ERRORS 

Officials from Hawaii, Maine, and Maryland stated that 
they perform little, if any, special analysis of QC error 
rate data to identify specific causes of errors, although 
they felt such analysis would be useful. 

Hawaii officials stated that they had not performed any 
special studies of error rates, error causes, or cost analysis 
of corrective actions because they did not have enough data 
processing capability and not enough personnel available to 
perform such analysis. 

Maine officials stated that they had not performed any 
special studies to determine AFDC error rate trends or error 
concentrations because the QC staff does not have enough 
time or technical expertise to develop an evaluation capac- 
ity. According to the QC director, the State must devote 
its entire QC effort each year toward completing the two 
federally mandated 6-month reviews. She said the QC review 
and reporting cycle had become an end in itself with little 
time to use QC data effectively. 

However, Maine officials indicated that special studies 
and analysis would be a valuable addition to the QC program. 
The State's QC director said that periodic evaluations of 
error trends and error concentrations in earned income, 
employment, and deprivation would be useful on a regional 
basis within the State. During such studies, reviewers 
could analyze statistically valid samples at a sub-State 
level and could gather data on recipient circumstances and 
dharacteristics for developing profiles of error-prone cases. 
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Maryland QC officials also stated that special analysis 
of QC data WBB minimal because most of their resources were 
needed to meet basic Federal QC reporting requirements and 
that they did not have enough time for detailed analysis. 

ANALYSIS OF QC DATA CAN YIELD USEFUL -- 
INFORMA~CN FOR mi???IVE ACTION ---- ---- -- 

We believe that detailed analysis of errors identified 
during the QC review process can yield valuable information on 
why errors are made and how they can be avoided. The follow- 
ing are examples of how QC data have been analyzed to deter- 
mine what causes errors. 

In 1978, Los Angeles County made an error cause deter- 
mination study using QC data to identify common error trends 
that could be corrected with procedural changes. Based on 
the results, management concluded that the transferring of 
AFDC cases between workers with specialized caseloads--earned 
income or unemployed father cases --was a primary cause of 
error. The study showed that, of the total 51 errors found 
in 28 cases, 15 were attributed to the case transfer process, 
11 to a failure to control a case for significant case events, 
and 7 to incomplete action on inconsistencies in the case 
record, The study provided recommendations for improving 
the case transfer system and for eliminating other procedural 
difficulties that tended to cause errors. 

Another type of analysis using AFDC-QC data is the devel- 
opment of case profiles relating recipient characteristics to 
recorded errors. We believe that characteristic profiles are 
useful for identifying cases that are likely to be in error 
so that eligibility worker time can be concentrated on them, 
thus increasing the chance of reducing welfare payments. In 
1979 we reported l/ to the Secretary of HHS that the District 
of Columbia needed an effective method to identify potential 
error cases to permit more efficient use of staff, to increase 
the number of error cases reviewed, and to materially reduce 
errors and incorrect payments. According to the District, 
limited staff allowed only 20 percent of its 31,300 AFDC cases 
to be reviewed. We worked with the District's Department of 
IIuman Resources and developed three formulas that assigned 
computer-derived numerical scores to cases that needed to be 
reviewed and ranked them in order of their potential for error. 

I - - - - . . - . - .  - - - - - .  

l-/"Welfare Payments Reduced: An Improved Method for Detect- 
ing Erroneous Welfare Payments" (GGD-78-107, Feb. 5, 1979). 
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'I%e formulas have helped the District select for review more 
cases that are Likely to be in error. We believe that similar 
methods could be used in other States. 

officials from several of the States in our review told 
11s that the results of the QC review--statewide error rates-- 
were not valuable for identifying corrective actions to reduce 
errors because they were too general in terms of geographic 
c~rverage ant1 too broad in terms of the categories of errors 
for clevelopinq or evaluating corrective action. For example, 
the tleputy director of QC in Maine told us that the QC system 
c>rl"l.y inclicates general problems at the State level. He said 
t.he State QC process does not provide sufficient analysis of 
errors or their causes to identify specific corrective ac- 
t. .i.r,ns . Because of this, State corrective action planning is 
"hit or miss" with some actions being effective and others 
being ineffective. He said that QC data are not detailed 
enough to provide any more than a gross indicator of the 
success of a corrective action. 

ALso, Maryland officials stated that they review QC 
error rates when considering what corrective actions should 
lx taken; however, the error rates are only indicators of 
problems because the QC system does not produce information 
on the original causes of the errors. They also pointed out 
that the error rates in the city of Baltimore with its large 
AFEJC population have a major impact on State error rates and, 
iis a result, these rates are not useful to other Maryland 
co\lnties for identifying problem areas. 

ANAI.,YSIS OF QC DATA HAS NOT 
i3EEN GIVEjij ENOUGH PRIORITY _l_l--__-- - 

The overall emphasis of the QC system has been to develop 
statistically valid error rates for each State. While the QC 
manual addresses the need for analysis, we believe that HHS 
has not given enough priority to it. 

Most of HHS' efforts in the QC area are apparently 
c1irected to making sure State error rates accurately reflect 
'the proportion of assistance payments made in error rather 
t:han to data analysis. While HEIS is attempting to develop 
useful. analytical capabilities, little of its emphasis is 
directed toward this aspect of the QC system. The lack of 
emphasis was noted in the 1978 report on OFA discussed in 
chapter :3. The report noted an absence of data analysis and 
little capability for carrying it out. The report concluded 
that the lack of data analysis was a major breakdown in the 
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QC system because such analysis is a necessary prerequisite 
to providing useful advice to the States. 

Historically, HHS has given priority to compiling sta- 
tistically valid State error rates. In its regional offices, 
HHS employs about 80 people to primarily re-review samples 
of State QC cases by performing verifications similar to 
those each State follows of the factors of eligibility to 
ascertain whether the State did its QC job correctly. This 
re-review effort results in adjustments for mistakes made by 
State reviewers to the State computed error rate. We found 
that regional QC staff performed little, if any, analysis of 
the gathered data. 

At HHS headquarters, QC data are not analyzed to identify 
error causes for corrective action purposes because there is 
no mechanism set up to accumulate QC data for analysis. 

HHS' analytical function at headquarters is handled by 
SSA's Division of AFDC-@C in Washington, D.C. The division 
developa QC policy, monitors State procedural operations, 
and is responsible for analyzing State QC findings and the 
consolidation of State and Federal findings and preparing 
national AFDC statistics derived from State submitted data. 
The division's analysis of State QC data consists mainly of 
compiling statistical tables that compare States according 
to certain characteristics and types of AFDC errors. These 
tables demonstrate the difficulties States may be having 
with certain aspects of their AFDC programs, but do little 
to increase understanding of the causes of errors. 

Another factor affecting data analysis is HHS' require- 
ment that States develop valid State error rates and submit 
semiannual statistical reports on QC findings. Accordinq to 
some State officials, this requirement limits the States' 
ability to effectively analyze and study identified problem 
areas. In this regard, two States--Minnesota and New York-- 
formally requested an alteration of the semiannual reporting 
requirement, Both States indicated that they would like to 
use one 6-month review period each year to study previously 
identified problems. Also, Maine informally requested a 
similar waiver to allow the State to concentrate its resources 
on performing overdue redeterminations because these are the 
cases that the State QC data indicated were severely error 
prone. 

In denying Minnesota's request, HHS stated that the QC 
data gathered for the two sample periods each year were needed 
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for si!netioning purposes and because the Congress and the 
Secretary of HHS wanted more timely reporting of AFDC errors. 
Maine's request was denied by HHS regional officials because 
QC procedures requi.red data to be obtained for two sample 
periods each year. At the time of our review, HHS had not 
responded to New York's request. 

CONCLlJSIONS 

The AFDC-QC system has directed management attention 
toward general AFDC problem areas. However, the system is 
not as useful to program managers as it could be for develop- 
ing corrective actions because there is insufficient analyses 
to identify the specific causes of errors. States need time 
to make the necessary analyses. HHS needs to place more em- 
phasis on data analysis, 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SE'CRFTARY OF HHS 1_“.-A-----.L-.-, 

We recommend that the Secretary encourage the States to 
perform more detailed analyses of the QC data to (1) identify 
the specific causes of errors and (2) provide management with 
better information for developing appropriate corrective ac- 
tions. We recognize that States are currently required to 
review two QC samples a year and therefore have difficulty 
making resources available to perform data analysis. If the 
directive for sanctions is retracted by the Appropriations 
Committees, HHS should consider revising the sampling require- 
ment to one a year so that States can then devote existing 
resources to making needed analyses to ascertain the causes 
of errors. 

We also recommend that the Secretary require the Commis- 
sioner of SSA to perform more analysis and special studies 
of QC data to identify appropriate corrective actions for 
assisting States in their error reduction efforts. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION .---- ----pm 

The States' comments on our first recommendation gen- 
erally agreed with what they told us during the review, that 
'there was a need for more time to do detailed QC data anal- 
ysis* HHS officials cited actions taken in recent years to 
improve the States' ability to perform data analysis, in- 
eluding training in techniques and making available various 
types of packaged statistical analysis approaches, but did 
not address the main problem the States mentioned, that of 
the lack of enough time to analyze data. 
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Although HHS officials did not disagree with our 
second recommendation, they questioned whether there was a 
need for SSA to undertake more analyses of QC data. They 
said that their recent efforts put major emphasis on having 
States modify their operating procedures to reduce errors 
with Federal assistance in developing various error reduc- 
tion strategies. They cited a number of actions taken and 
planned aimed at assisting States to change administrative 
practices and obtain better eligibility and case management 
information. 

Where a modified administrative procedure has been 
developed as a corrective action for an identified cause of 
error, we agree with HHS that a commitment by a State to 
implement such a change is needed for it to become effec- 
tive. We recognize, also, that if properly implemented by 
the States, the results of HHS' actions taken and planned 
that are based on its analysis and studies should help to 
reduce some of the causes of AFDC payment errors. 

However, we continue to believe that additional analysis 
and special studies of QC data by SSA are necessary, partic- 
ularly in specific areas, such as ascertaining how much 
error information is being lost as a result of Federal QC 
policy which permits dropping sample cases where recipients 
cannnot be located or are unwilling to give information to 
QC reviewers. (See ch. 3.) SSA needs to know if this infor- 
mation could materially affect errors; if it does, tighten- 
ing up the policy that allows sample cases to be dropped for 
these reasons should be considered. HHS' plans to take cer- 
tain actions an these cases, as its comments in chapter 3 
indicate, should result in gathering the information needed 
to make an appropriate analysis. 

We continue to believe that all avajlable information 
about incorrect AFDC payments should be obtained and analyzed 
to ascertain their causes so that appropriate corrective ac- 
tions can be developed and implemented to improve the manage- 
ment of the AFDC program. Because of the substantial Federal 
interest in the program, SSA needs to be involved in this 
effort. 
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APPENDIX I 

P,lAlE OF CXLIVORNIA W 
,/1UNN NULN m Y~umAwu#m,.Jm/Y,Y”1 .nd” *m*,Y”hu*YIL 

DEPARTMENT 0 
744 P Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 

Juna 25, l900 

Mr. George J. Ahert, Director 
United Stater General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Hr. hhart: 

Mario Oblado hea raf4rr4d your tbtch 21, 1980 letter and draft report entitled 
Tlpportunitias for Getting Better Management Information from Quality Control 
in the AFDC Program” to me for reeponee. 

Thenk you for aLlowIng ue the opportunity to review the report. We found it 
to bc an informetlve and objectivs discussion of the quality control system. 
Our cumwntn era etteched. 

Sincawly, 

Attechwisnt 

cc: Alec Velasquez, Health h Welfare Agancy 

GAO note: The page references in this appendix may not cor- 
respond to the page numbers in the final report. 
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Zlf*te of C4llfornla 
Department of IEocl*l Swviceo 

AFDC Program Managsnent Branch 
thy 13, 1980 

CCMWTS ON THE DRAFT GAO REPORT ENTITLED 

‘W’WRTVNTTIES POE GETTING BETTER MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATTON PROM QUALITY CONTROL IN ME 
MD TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDRJW 

paoww 

Summy of the Raport and Rwxmnnwidations 

Tha draft GAO raporr noted several weaknsaear in the currant AFDC quality control 
(QC) l yotem. Thaw were: 

I. QC review procadurer differ from atrte to mtrta and region to region, 

2. Tbo QC syatw maawrea how accurately the rtats plan ia adminfrtarsd; 
it doer not meaeura the correctnew of the grant bared on circumrtancer 
fn the month tha grant was received, 

3. The QC system doea not identify recondary error cameo or error8 of leaa 

4. QC data ia not befn& adequately analyzed at either the et&t6 or federal 
Irvrl* 

Tha draft report rwmmaendr that Con8rero rescind tha requirement for federal 
mnttions baaed on QC error ratem. In making itr recomnendatlone the report 
oltw the lack of comparability of QC error ratea. It also point* out that the 
imposition of federal eanctionr will place the otate and federal government.8 in 
an adversary rmlationshlp. 

Th# report alma recmndr that the Secratary of HHS: 

1. kltablleh uniform, coot affective QC review procedurer, 

2. Iwluire states to periodically gather data on earned income available to 
meat recipient needs in the grant month, 

3. Include &minirtr&ive period error@ and errora of 1e;e then five dollara, 

I. lequire rtatsr to rapart all cauew of payment error@, and 

5. tncourage statea and require 3% to perform more enalyrir of QC data. 

Sumwry of Stat4 Camtent@ 

If QC data ~4 not wed aa the baslo for the spplication of federal sanctions, 
it i8 net of critical importance to have an absolutely rtandardfzed QC revfew 
preGe*a. In order to aufntaln the QC ry’rtem aa a cost-affective management 
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-1, it must ba recognir@d that extcnrivce federal monitoring of rtate QC 
corractiva actton activitiaa and atrtct QC reviow procedureo do not necessarily 
Wanelate Lnto Lmprovad wror reduction ability. It has been our experience 
that artor reduction afforto are moot aucceasful at the local level. Accordingly, 
federal involvwsnt in corractlva action should be limited. An example of ouch 
Umitad involvamant would be aoolcting otater with unacceptably high error ratea 
la lrpl~mclntlng, wham appropriate, corrective actions proven in other at4temr 

8p8clflc St4te Coa8nentx 

Chapter 1 

The final. March 1979 regulattons 41410 eliminated 4.0% a$ the goal and revfeed 
the national performance standard from the madian to th* welghtad mean (see 
paga 6). 

ch*Pte+ 2 

A. 

II. 

c. 

Wa rupmrt the xec~ndxtlon that Ccmgrms rewind the legl#lative require- 
mnt that QC trr~r mtae be ueed to apply federal fiscal eanctiona. If 
Wre ir to be a sanction policy the authority should be pennia@iva, thus 
rllmrin~ the Sacrotrry the flaxibility to withhold scnctionr until (1) a 
roauonxble sanction qpproach hae been developed, (2) error rata8 ma 
dwnrtrated to be comparable, and (3) a reasonable national performance 
otan&rd(e) hao been eetabliehed. 

While we mupport the concept of incentive payments au a reward for error 
reduction, the QC error rate problem8 noted with respect to sanctions alao 
apply when th@ aune error rat@@ am uesd for incentive purposes. 

The current tncentiva regulatlone do not provide a real incentive, in pert 
kcmuaa the errar rate for incentive purposes includes the results of 
negatlva ation QC (arroneoua denials and discontinuancea). Even assuming 
thxt an lncentfve dollar error rate of 3.5 percent was achieved in California, 
the LncentLve payment would be lerl than $200,000 (based on total program 
upenditurer of $698,000,000). 

A. If QC error rater am not uaad for sanctibn purpoees, the fmportanca of 
l tandardlzatfon of QC rmvf~n procedures is less critical. For management 
information and error raductlon purpores It is more important-that each 
xtxte get the data nrcerary to identify the amount and types of errors 
resulting from ita program components and administrative systems. It. is 
probable that verification techniques which may be cost-beneficial in some 
otatao may not be in other*. 
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B. 

C. 

D. 

Thera art probably Good reason. for differencea between the states with 
rrmpact to home vtrltr and collataral contacta. Xn CaLifotnia, our primary 
reason for aukink •~ appotntm@nt for CL home vfrit ia to save reviewer tinu? 
b alercln$ the rrciplent to have the nacassary documentation availabl@ for 
the r~virwar’r rcrutlny. 

Va ara concernad that your reccmnmdation for incraaesd monLtoring and 
aaoer*ment of l tate QC op8ratiixa8 may result in a flurry of useless paper- 
work. Such monitoring and l asmomnent should, with M little effort as 
pooeible, l imply verify that tha otate ia complying with QC manual requirc- 
mutta. 

Th@ ravl@ad QC mmurl i8 not baing urad for the Aprii-September 1980 review 
parlod (wea p-0 31). 

Chapr4r I 

A. We agree with your racommmndation that QC be mado a better fnformation 
I#thaTing oyatr by: 

1. Detesinfng how wall aeelrtanca pr9ntente match a raciplent’r current 
ne*dm , 

2. Identifying errors not currently identified, ruch as those lcrs than 
$5, or thooa occurring durfng th@ administrative period, and 

3. The reporting of reconduy AI well ae primary errors in l case. 

8. Tha improved error information will rid In the identification of factorr, 
causing error8 only If Btatar make the naceaaaty additional effort. Whether 
otatee do so will depend largely on their parcaption of the cost effectivenear 
of ruch an effort. 

Chaptrr 5 

A. l’ha report rtataa that thers la II lack of suffici.ant data analysis to 
idantify caueas of errors. It hsn been our experience that QC error data 
dorm not provide tha drtall nscceoary to determine likely caueee of errore. 
It ir nacmrwy to do on8ite analyrlm at the local level. The Los Angslco 
County error cau8e detrrminatlon etudy you cited Is an axample of in-depth 
omit* anrlyofr. It should ba noted that thie study was performed by rtata 
rtrff in conjunction with Lao Angeleo County. 

b. The report rocende that HWS signfficantly increaec the amount of datn 
analy8$0 it ir doing for corractive action purpoaca. We believe that this 
ie properly a rtrte rarponaibility and ths fact that some atatea have not 
recoljnized thir is no reason to pare it off on MIS. In fact, each auccea- 
l lvoly hfghar level of government ie that much more ineffective in Cdrryfng 
aut corr4ctiva planr. Data should be analyzed at the federal level to 
detarmins the impact on propoead policy or for future polfcy guidance. 
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C. WI agree with thoae etatee that raid that rtatewlda error data are not 
very valuable for daveloping rppropriate corrective actfans. YOU misht 
mention that California gatharo individual county error data for 35 of 
the S8 countias, mptaamting approximately 98 percent of statewide aid 
pqmente. Knowing wh4re the 6rrcwa art being made ir necs8rary for program 
magement accountability and for targeting error ~4~44 determination 
uw1yd.e and corr4ctive wtion efforts. 

D. lau should emphasize that arror finding and the development of corractiw 
actions should be ongoing, IImulteneoua actfvlti.48. In the rad worLd you 
dtm’t find mrors in one period and correct those errors in thr next. Thie 
to bacauae mtor cetegorim tend to be fairly otable over time and it isn’t 
nace~rry to have the error reoulta of a rpecific period in order to develop 
corr~ctfv4 retion& In fact, the time lag built into the eyetam maka~ l uch 
an approach nsuly lmparrible,. 

t. We would like to caution egainat an over-reliance on raclpfant chareeterietlt? 
or error-prone profflss. While three mey be of come asmietance, particularly 
ta rtrtao unable to keep up with the federal redatermlnetion requirement, it 
haa bean our sxperianca that the key to error rate reduction ia nunagament 
action at tha local lov.1. Error-prom profiles do not identify 44~444 of 
Wror nor do they identify action need8d to correct erroras 
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UWFIENCE K. KOBEKI. OSW 
DERJTY MRECTOR 

RICHARD PAGLINAWAU 
%f’UT” DIRECTOR 

WATE OP HAWAII 
DEPAHl MEN1 OF 5i;GrL SERVICES AND IiOti~WG 

P. 0, Box 339 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809 

April 16, 1980 

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart 
Human Resources Dlvisjon 
United States General 

Accounting Offlce 
Washlngton, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Ahart: 

This is Jn response to your request for our review and comments on your 
draft of "Opportunities For Getting Better Management Information From 
Qual'ity Control In The AFDC Program". 

Our comnents are conflned essentially to specifdc statements and recomnen- 
datJons contained In the "D'igest". 

(1) Fiscal sanctjon regulations do not serve as incentive to 
identify fewer errors because: 

(a) The Q.C. System is not administratively responsible 
to State program administration; 

(b) To Identify fewer errors would increase Federal/ 
State Q.C. differences (level of errors). Such a 
situation would work against the State as Federal 
Q.C. errors are 'incorporated into the regression 
formual used to determine fdnal State error rate. 

(2) Standardizatdon of the Q.C. review procedures at both the 
State and Federal levels; i.e., among Regional offices and 
all States, are welcomed and necessary if data and findings 
are to be compared and the same sanction regulations are to 
be applied. 

(3) Federal Q.C. regulatjons do require measure of how well the 
flnanclal needs of rectpient families are being met in terms 
of current month circumstances; current month being defined 
to mean the Q.C. sample month or review month. States which 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

are measurtng circumstances existing at the time the grant 
was calculated instead of measuring the correctness of the 
grant based on cfrcumstances in the month the grant was 
recefved are not adherJng to current regulations. It appears 
that those States are following (very) old Federal regula- 
tJons which requjred Q.C. to measure correctness of case 
actions, Current Q.C. regulations call for measurinfise 
status for the sample month or review month. 

Reporting of errors reflectjng less than $5.00 and all error 
causes in each case is not necessary and would negatively 
affect the cost-benefit ratio. The level of Q.C. data 
analys'ls, currently limited to the rimar error cause is 

w------ adeauate for corrective action/error re uct on ouruoses. 
Q.C.' Is a contlnuouse process.' Concentrating on the primary 
error makes for more effective corrective action planning. 
Once the primary errorcausehas been identified and resolved, 
the second, third and fourth error causes would in turn be 
IdentifJed as primary errors and appropriately addressed for 
corrective actions. 

We have no way of knowing whether the various HEW regional 
offfces follow uniform and consistent procedures in assessinq 
State Q.C. operations. We can only assume that there is 
natJona1 uniformity at the Federal level. 

With regard to level of analysis sufficient for program 
managment, we find that the current level is adequate and 
meaningful for devising corrective action. More time and 
effort expended for detailed analysis, special studies, and 
addItiona filling of forms and tables may negatively affect 
cost benefit ratio. 

We concur with your recommendations to the Congress that it 
rescdnd the Legislative requirements for Federal fiscal 
sanctions of States based on AFDC, Q.C. error rates. Fiscal 
sanctions create an adversary relationship on a program which 
is a partnership program between the Federal Government and 
the States. Otrectlves of the Federal Government should be 
in simpllfylng the administration of the AFOC program for the 
States and in providing technical assistance to reduce error 
rates rather than in imposing fiscal sanctions. 

Thank you for the courtesy you have extended in requesting our review and 
counts of your draft report. 

Sig.wwly, 

Director 
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I I’ 
I . 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE 
100 NORTH SENATE AVENUE-ROOM 701 OTIS R. BOWEN, M. 0. 

WAYNE A STANTON 
Administrator 

Oovamw of Indiana 

April 18, 1980 

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart, Director 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Ahart: 

Indiana offers the following comments on the draft of the proposed report 
by the General Accounting Office to the Chairman, Committee on Finance, 
U. S. Senate entitled "Opportunities for Getting Better Management Infor- 
mation from Quality Control in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children 
Program". When the information for this report was gathered from Indiana, 
I, as the Director of Quality Control, was primarily responsible for pro- 
viding information and data to the GAO interviewers while in this State. 
Therefore, Mr. Stanton has requested that I respond to this draft report. 

Although the GAO representatives spent quite a lot of time at this Depart- 
ment interviewing staff members, learning how the welfare program is 
administered here as well as how the Quality Control program operates in 
this State and in this region, GAO's report does not reflect any of Indiana's 
concern about some of the pressing weaknesses in the system which were 
explained at that time. It had been our understanding, prior to agreeing to 
participate in this study, that GAO might be instrumental in assisting with 
some badly needed changes in the system, especially with regard to the 
establishment of an appeal procedure which would protect-the states' rights 
when there is disagreement with Federal error findings. We are disappointed 
to note that none of our suggestions for improvement of the system are 
addressed in this report. 

Indiana would disagree with many evaluations and suggestions for improvement 
contained in GAO's report. Specifically, we disagree that fiscal sanctions 
should be disregarded since they'only cause negative effect with states being 
encouraged not to identify all ei-rors at a time when errors need to be iden- 
tified and corrected. We believe that the threat of fiscal sanctions 2 
effective and the effect is not negative. Additionally, GAO recommends that 
the Quality Control functionbe expanded rather than streamlined and the 
review should include identification of all factors and changes in the client's 
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!: it.u~itir.~r~ whether r,,)r not an error of $5,QQ or more occurs. We do make the 
~~~~unt,y rl,r,,:prrrt~n~er~t, aware of information, however, we a0 not feel there is value 
In ropcirting it to WHEW if it does not result in a fiscal error. 

f*‘trur ma,jrrr weakneslses of the syatcm are described by GAO in this report. The 
Ylr:;t, ~lea1!1 with inconriistency in reviews by both State and Federal Quality 
CYrntrr~l sevicweru aa well as inconsistencies from state to state and Federal 
rtqli on to region. Further, it is noted that DHEW has no asseosment system 
I’t,rr It,!! regional offLce Quality Control functions. With regard to this point, 
Indir~a wou'ld agree that inconsistencies do exist and the annual management 
rcviuw which is the only form of aseessment conducted in this State by Regional 
Of’f’Ec’fr !;t&f’f, IFE time consuming and not impressively handled. Usually a Staff 
o!’ f’!ve per,.~pIe fly here from Chicago for a two-day visit to ask questions about 
01.u i,peraI,i~~n. Pertinent questions are few in number and are re-asked each 
YF?E&I' rrnti neverrtl times throughout each session, although Federal staff already 
know iz answers to these questions. Many other questions are asked but need 
not bc becsune they do not apply to this State and Federal staff are aware of 
t, I.1 i Y * Other questions are so poorly worded that interpretation must be pro- 
vided with Federal staff apologizing, but nevertheless, wasting time asking 
que:~tJ on8 that cannot be answered. This question/answer session requires two 
t.c~ three hours and the expense of five Federal staff people coming into this 
state f'or a two-day visit seems unnecessary and to be a needless waste of tax 
money. 

The necond weakness noted by GAO is that the current Quality Control system 
&es rrot meanure how well the financial needs of recipient families are being 
met Lh termn of current month circumstances. We are at a loss to understand 
exac*tLy why GAG would consider such a measurement to be important or relevant 
sirre nc) such welfare system exists. It is probably not feasible or cost- 
ef'f'eetive to design a plan to provide assistance in the current month based on 
eurrerlt m~rlth's n&?&3 and income. Therefore, it would not be beneficial or 4 
cost-ef*fective to gather such data. 

The third weakness identified by GAO is that the system does not provide for 
report,ing payments with errors of leas than $5.00 or incorrect payments 
caused by changes in circumstances that occur during the payment review month 
or the month before it. In contrast, Indiana sees this system provision as a 
tjtrength and not a weakness and a product of refinement in the system. DHEW 
hatl B.~JpropriHte~y recognized errors less than $5.00 as insignificant, the 
correction of which is not cost-effective. Errors occurring in the admini- 
strative period also should not be recorded since they cannot be avoided due 
to cI~2ie processing time constraints. The states should not be required to 
report such "errors". Although information about such situations is provided 
Lo the county departments BQ that appropriate adjustments can be made, addi- 
tional coding and reporting for Federal. Quality Control purposes is unnecessary 
anti II. wad2 of time. Dealing with errors less than $5.00 and changes in the 
administrative period represent a step backward - not forward! 

The: Laut weakness noted by GAO is that data resulting from the Quality Control 
review can be very valuable but is not adequately analyzed at either the State 
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or Federal. level. Indiana would object to this general statement as such 
data & thoroughly analyzed in this State and from it effective corrective 
action is developed and implemented. Indiana is not concerned with how 
such data is used at the Federal level since we axe capable and quite SUC- 
ceasPu1 in dealing with the matter at the State level. Our record of error 
reduction will testify to the success of our efforts in this area. 

According to this report, the recommendation of GAO to the Congress is to 
rescind the legislative requirement for Federal fiscal sanctions of the states 
baaed on the AFDC Quality Control error rates. GAO contends that fiscal 
sanctions should not be applied because the effectiveness of the system for 
improving the (1) eligibility determinations and (2) payment process is com- 
promised. 

A fact GAO seems to forget is that error rate reduction is not a recently 
voiced concern of the Federal government. States were warned long ago and 
have had year5 to tackle this problem. Many have made significant strides 
toward a reasonable tolerance level of error while other states have failed 
to demonstrate a genuine commitment to reducing errors, States that choose 
not to be accountable must be encouraged some way to take action. It is a 
generally accepted theFthat money motivates. Therefore, we believ’e that 
sanctions as well as reward8 are effective and should definitely not be 
removed. 

Recommendations by GAO to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 
include a revised Quality Control Manual specifying review verification 
techniques and establishment of uniform review procedures for regional 
offices. While this State believes that consistency and standardization in 
review procedures are desirable, we believe that some variation absolutely 
must exist simply because each state has a separate and unique state plan. 
We feel that the current Quality Control Manual adequately specifies appro- . 
priate verification guidelines, and indludes reasonable primary and secondary 
wurces. We feel strongly that there is an urgent need to simplify the system 
and reduce paper work rather than to make an already complex system more com- 
plex requiring even more documentation than is already required. Although the 
majority of the cases reviewed by Quality Control are not found to contain an 
error, numerous forms and page after page of’ written material must neverthe- 
less be prepared and retained in the case file. For years, the states have 
reiterated their objections to the needless demand for so much documentation, 
particularly in cases where no errors exist. All of us suffer staff turnover 
problems because the reviewer’s job is both demanding and monotonous. There 
lo little room for creativity and a stiffling amount of structure to the job. 
Aside from the Tact that reviewers tire of this meaningless activity ana seek 
other jobs leaving vacancies, reassigned work, and increased workload on others 
until vacancies are filled, the abundant paper-work requirements are not cost- 
effective when review staff salary expenditures are compared with low error 
rates such as Indiana’s, The answer then is a reduction in case reviews and 
simplification of review procedure, not an increase in work requirements. 
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With regard to GAG’s recommendation for In-depth assessments of Regional 
Quality Control procedures, Indiana would agxee. 

The fourth recommendation, to require states to periodically gather data on 
earned income available to meet recipient needs in the grant month, has been 
addressed earlier in the letter. Indiana objects to data gathering when it 
mrvts no worthwhile purpose. 

The next recommendation by GAO, to require the citing of errors less than 
$5.00 and those occurring because of changes during the administrative period, 
was also addressed earliex in the letter. DHEW has established such activity 
is simply not coat-effective and Indiana totally agrees. 

Another recommendation ia to require states to report all causes of payment 
@rroxs detected during the Quality Control review process. In Indiana, this 
procedure has been In operation for several years, therefore, the State would 
not object to this requirement. 

The last two recommendations are for detailed analyses of Quality Control data 
at both the Federal and state levels. Again Indiana has, for several years, 
performed this detailed analyses identifying error causes and developing 
effective corrective action. Whether or not this activity is also carried on 
at the Federal level is of no great concern to Indiana as no assistance is 
needed in identifying problem areaa or solutions for reducing errors in 
Indiana. 

This State does not recognize the same general problems as the writers of the 
GAO study to be significant and, therefore, in need of immediate attention. 
We see absolutely no merit in redefining a Quality Control “error” making the 
definition more inclusive and thereby inflating the error rates. Identifying, 
coding, and recording additional but less significant potential error factors 
ia simply a waste of time. 

And with regard to the part of the report addressing “errors not identified” 
which occur in states with need standards and/or payment maximums occurring 
as a result of miscalculations or situation changes which do not call for an 
award adjustment, we contend that these are not errors and, therefore, there 
Is no need to identify them for Quality Control recording purposes. GAO 
suggests that error rates are not comparable between states that meet full 
need and those states that have need standards and/or payment maximums. Indiana 
would disagree since these changes do not affect the assistance payment-and, 
therefore, cannot be considered a8 errors, identified or not. GAO is concerned 
that state8 meeting full need suffer a higher error rate, however, these states 
have more liberal constituants and legislators who are less concerned with 
controlling the expense of the state’s welfare cost. They, like all states, 
were given the opportunity to elect and select optional programs and budgeting 
procedures. They were aware that their error rates would probably be affected. 

Ax the state is a primary contributor to the program expense, it does and should 
have some voice in choosing how monies will be spent and how accountable the 
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syatcm should be for the expenditure of funds. In Indiana, the legislators 
and local citizenry require more accountability of welfare funds. Therefore, 
we contend that since an errox occurs only when monies arc misspent, error 
rates are comparable between the liberal and coneervative states since error 
rates in both are actually a measure of misspent monies. 

Indiana’s primary concern with the Quality Control system as it exists today 
is with the lack of effective communication and the worsening working rela- 
tionship between State and Federal staff. In the last two years, this State 
has witnessed an obvious deterioration of that relationship. Federal 
reviewers arc citing errors where no errors exist. They are using entirely 
different subsample review techniques than were used prior to 1978 with no 
explanation. Current Federal review staff do not understand Indiana’s State 
Plan, policy, rules, regulations, and laws. Errors are cited with no foun- 
dation. The State has provided a wealth of documentation to Federal staff 
substantiating the correctness of State review findings; however, Federal 
staff disregard our position and refuse to deal with the real issues involved. 
They simply cling omnipotently to the error citations and consequently, 
Indiana’s error rate is inflated, review period after review period. 

A critical need exists for fair and impartial appeal proceedings for states 
so that objections to unfair error citations can be heard and evaluated by an 
impartial third party. Federal regulation8 guarantee this kind of protection 
for the welfare recipient and states should, of course, be provided the same 
protection. 

We would, therefore, disagree with GAO’s recommendations that the Federal gov- 
ernment become more involved in the system, having greater control demonstrated 
by tightened review requirements and requiredassessment procedures. It has been 
our experience to observe the traditional pattern of the Federal government to 
be uncaoperative and unjust. Federal decisions are often arbitrary with offi- 
cials ignoring the facts and attributing a superior power to themselves. As 
states provide nearly half the funds for the program, they have a right to 
participate more fully in establishing the rules and improving the system. 

Tn conclusion, we would like to say that we were disappointed in the report sub- 
mitted by GAO in that this State’s concerns were not considered and we do not 
believe the concerns discussed in the report are significant. If GAO’s recom- 
mendations are implemented, there will be no improvement in the system. In fact, 
the affect will be quite the opposite. Hopefully, Indiana’s comments contained 
in this letter will be given more attention than occurred during the interviews 
conducted by GAO reviewers while in this State. These comments represent not 
only Indiana but the majority of the states. These same objections have been 
voiced for several yeara and by several state welfare representatives at various 
conferences and Federal meetings with both Regional and Central staff. Should 
the draft of the proposed report be amended to include any of these comments, 
Indiana would appreciate receiving a revised copy of that report. 

Sincerely, 

Miss Tara Lenn’ 
Assistant Director 
Public Assistance Division 

Quality Control Section 
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STATE OF MAINE 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 

AUGUSTA. MAINE 04333 

April 14, 1980 

MtCHAEL R. CtTt? 
COMMlSdilONER 

Hr. Gragory J. Ahart, Director 
United Statan Geabra.I Accounting Office 
Human Re8ourcas Dlviaion 
Uarhington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Hz”. Ahatt: 

In terponra to your lattar dated March 21, 1980 and the draft 
report “Opportunitiar for Getting Better Management Information 
from Quality control in the Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children Program” enclosed are the comments of the State of Maine. 

As statad in the raport, with some minor exceptiona and variations, 
the State of Maine is in agreement with the findings in the draft 
raport . 

Thank you for your interart and for the opportunity to review and 
-ant on this report. 

’ Michael R. Petit 
Comm~8eioner 
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ItEVIEW COMMENTS TO GAO REPORT 

“ORPORTUNITIItS FOR CI!!TTING BETTER MANAGWRN’l’ INFORMATION 
FROM QUALITY CONTROL IN THE AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN PRQGRAM” 

The draft report relating to the above wae reviewed by key administrative staff in the 
Burenu of Social Welfare who are responeible for overall administration of the Aid to 
Fsmilfee with Dapandent Cbildran program. 

Uith come minor exeeptions and variations the State of Malne ie in agreement with the 
drsft report of the General Accounting Office. The agency is in total agreement that 
Quality Control findings should not be used a8 a basis of sanctions imposed upon a State. 

The agency d5nagreee that quality control findings are not as effective as they could 
be in identifying how well recipients needs are being met. Quality Control is one 
of the ways to identify this factor. Adminirtrative and aelective special reviewe are 
another. In addition basic data relating to the cost of living and the actual payment 
level is continually being compared. When a state meets only 67X of needs in accord 
with the 1973 cost of living Index it becomes obvioue that there are gaps in the 
progrm’rr ability to meet a reasonable standard of need on a current basis. 

The State of Malne disagree8 that all payment differentials, including those under $5 
per month should be eonaidered errors. It would agree that an agency should tabulate 
and analyze these figures. Maine’8 own tabulation indicates that these differences are 
due to the complexities inherent in projecting on a month to month basis the actual 
income from wages and work related expenaee. A leeway of $5 per month amounts to a 
variation of alightly over one dollar per week, To predict income closer than this 
is impoaeible when it comee to fluctuating wages and expenses. Maine would support a 
policy of no allowance for fluctuation of fixed income such as Social Security and 
Veterana Benefits. 

The report’s conetant reminder of problems in comparing state programs in 50 states and 
imposing sanctions based on varied state methods of administering a program is a signifi 
cant factor that should be considered by the Congress. The example of not calling a 
payment error when a state miscalculates income but it doesn’t effect the grant because 
the state meets only a proportion of need after income ia deducted from the atandard is 
a caea i,n point. Although no payment error is recorded, there is still an error of 
signif icancc. At one time the State of Maine used this method of budget calculations. 
Although the agency was making errors in calculetione and projectione these errors were 
not recorded. They did not effect payment. Hence, the agency was lulled Into a false 
eenee of security. The agency felt it was in fact doing much better in projecting in- 
came than it was actually doing. A state with a higher error rate may be doing a 
better Job than those states claiming a lower error rate. 

The State of Maine disagreea that it la currently possible for the Federal Government to 
develop a standard format for Quality Control reviews in all 50 states. In addition it 
has problems with the Social Security Administration’8 Quality Control staff who want 
standardization to make it easier for completion of their particular work. No considera- 
tion is given to the fact that the State agency, though not following supposed Quality 
Control guidelines in its policy, is in fact In conformity to program regulations. One 
of the major problems found since the Social Security Administration took over the 
monitorfng of Quality Control from the Office of Family Assistance is that there is 
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RO c+~~~~unication batwean Quality Control etaff and Program Operation staff. Quality 
Control shouLd bc indcpandrnt of influance snd manipulation whether on the State or 
Federal level. However, it should not be 80 independent that there is in actuality 
rm communicetion with psopla who develop and interpret overall policy. The inexperiance 
and the rigidity of Fadaral Quality Control monitors combined with their unwillingness 
to look st state policy and actual program regulations creates continual problama. 

The State of Maina has had a Quality Control system since 1955. The State is aware of 
the possibility that an agency could manipulate the findings of its system to give a more 
favorable r&port to Washington. The fact that this poeslbility may be a reality in some 
states indicates that the original purpose of Quality Control as a meaningful management 
tool has been ignored by some states and by the Federal Government. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
STATEOFYARVLAMO II SOUTH STREET BAlIIMORE,MARVLANDtl201 

INCXIMI. MAINTIINANQ AOYINII111ATlON 
TELCWONE: (301) 383-6442 

April 11, 1980 

Gregory J. Ahdrt, Director 
_ Ruman Resources Division 

United States General Accounting office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Re: Draft Report 
Opportunities for Getting Batter 
Mandgement Information from Quality 
Control in the Aid to Families with 
Dspendent Children Program 

Dear Mr. JlJ2art: 

At the outset it should be recognized that virtually all of the 
.+ues and recemndations as specified in the draft report are the 
very seme argume?nts which have been continuously advanced by the states 
since 1973. Thus, without equivocation, I can assure you that the 
report soundly reflecta this Department's position on the quality control 
system and fiscal sanctions. 

Furthermore, I was extremely encouraged to note that the #theme' 
of the report both recognizes and reinforces the basic fact that 
effectiveness of the APE program is a joint responsibility of both 
state and federal governments. To operate in other than a climate of 
cooperation simply further breeches a state-federal partnership and 
detracts from our commitnent to meet the needs of dependent children. 

With respects to the specific contents of the report, there are 
several points which requires correction and others which merit consideration. 
0n page four (4), top paragraph, the word #often* is inappropriete. 
Reviewers not only verify eligibility factors with the recipient but 
they alwa s verify them with collateral sources. In chapter l,(see 
mm g-yC , paragraph 3, point 2), the reader may well misinterpret the 
statement that quality control systems "...do not allow"for program 
and practice difference among states." It should be made clear that 
while the system does acknowledge permissible state practice, federal 
error rate calculation process (i.e., regression analysis formula) does 
not. 

KALMAN R. HETTLEMAN 
suncw 

HARRY HUGHES 
GOHllW 

BILL 8. BENTON 
Deputy %cntary 

GAO note: The page references in this appendix may not cor- 
respond to the page numbers in the final report. 
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On the matter of social security numbexs (SSN) (see pages 26-27), 
the nnrrativar is incorrect which, in turn, leads to an unclear explanation. 
That is, QuaLlty Control Reviewers in Maryland do verify, during the home 
visit, that the recipient has, or has applied for, an SSN. In the event 
neither can be verified, then the cese is in error. Since Maryland and 
Maine utilize the same procedures, one is left without an explanation for 
the difference in the SSN related errors found in each state during the 
January - Juns, 1978 review geriod. 

TW other technical points are (1) the absence of Maryland’s data 
in the table on page 41 and (2) the meaning of the sentence (*Finding 
and reporting unrelated secondary errors...*) on page 45. 

Turning to more substantive issues, there are several points which 
were not addressed and one (i.e., current months circumstances -- see 
Chapter 4) which potentially Invites real confusion. The report recosnnends 
that the Rcurrent months clrcwnstanceR become a basis for additional error 
determination. If adapted, thI# would require that quality control define 
an errflne~u# payment in a menner inconsistent with existing federal policy 
(see CP’R 233.201. 1 am of the position that this recommendation is 
unnecessary given the pending revisions (i.e., payment adjustment lag) to 
the AFLX quality control system. 

Subjwts that w!zw not addressed in the report are elaborated as 
follows. 

First, it shoul% be recognized, and stated, that the current quality 
control system more adequately serves the management needs of the federal 
government than it does state governments. Specifically, 

(1) statistically valid statewide sat&es cannot 
adequately assess program performance at the 
sub-state level. ; 

(2) requirements for semi-annual reviews effectively 
discourages active participation by quality 
control personnel in the corrective action 
planning groccirssi and, 

13) state calculated error rates, and reviews, are 
relative1 y meaningless because the federal 
re-reviews ate the basis for “official D error 
rate calcutations. 
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In lfght of thea* circumstances, I wuld suggest that tbe recwnawan- 
drtians in Chapter 5 of the rdlport be re-stated in a manner that encourages 
and rupporte graatar flaxibllity on the part of the federal and state 
agencies in the area of statistical sampling design and methodology. 

Second, little acknowledgement is given to the fact that the support 
functiona of quality control (e.q., data analysis, special studies, 
corrective action implementation, etc.) must also compete for the sdme 
pool of rea~urces that are utilized for program administration. Given 
the realities of limited administrative funding and shifting priorities, 
more emphasis should be placed upon an allocation strategy that would 
assure thsae quality control support functions can be both realized and 
operationalizcrd. 

Finally, the report, but briefly, mentions the requirement for 
,federal aqencisa to provide technical assistance to individual states 
(me page 3). This point should bs strengthened in the report. With 
their national perspective on state operations, the Social Security 
Administration should be systematically working with states to implement 
“best pxactlces~ which have proven effective in other locales. Thus, 
I wouldl recwnssend that the report identify this requirement and encourage 
the Social Security Administration to institute procedures whereby technical 
assistance is routinely and continuously made available to the operational 
components of state w&fare aqenci@s. 

without surnnarizinq the foregoing, I would also like to reinforce 
your recoqnition of quality control as a management tool. Realizing 
that stats w~lfaxb administrations are, too, concerned with program 
performance and opcrratlonal efficiency, we are also mindful of the need 
for systems and technologies that do not constrain legitimate efforts in 
attaining these goals. As such, I am a strong advocate for a quality 
control system that addresses a mixed balance of flexibility and 
standardization. I firmly believe that with this report and a more 
realistic appraisal of the state-federal relationship, a balanced 
approach csn be achieved. 

If you wish further information or clarification on the points I 
have reiaed, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerel , 

A c- 

RCL/blj 

Richard C. Lacombe, Director 
Income Edaintenance Administration 

ccs : K&man R. Hettleman, Secretary 
Bill 8. Benton, Deputy Secretary 
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APPENDIX VI APPENDIX VI 

April 15, 1980 

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart, Director 
United States General Accounting Office 
Human Resources Division 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Ahart: 

I am responding to your request for comments on the draft report entitled 
"Opportunities for Getting Better Management Information from Quality Control." 

The report accurately expresses the sentiments of the New York State 
Department of Social Services and hopefully it will provide some impetus re- 
turning the Quality Control program to the status of an effective management 
tool rather than the guideline for fiscal sanctions. 

Our only negative comment involves the suggestion to eliminate the admin- 
istrative period and require the reporting of errors under five dollars. In the 
process of reporting misspent funds, the administrative period is one of the few 
rational principles in the program. The requirement to report and record changes 
in circumstance takes time over and above the necessity to provide a ten day 
notice In the event of a closing or reduction in grant. Thirty days does not seem 
to be an inordinate amount of time when you consider that it takes six months to 
release an audit report. 

Secondly, errors under five dollars produce inconsequential results but 
impact the case error rate disproportionately. We realize that the payment error 
rate is the prime measure of efficiency. However, case error rates are public 
information and when these are taken out of context, they only tend to produce 
bad publicity. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this report and we 
hope your recommendations receive proper consideration by Congress and consequently, 
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 

(105069) 

Office of Audit & Office of Audit & 
Quality Control Quality Control 
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